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ABSTRACT 

Launching a new church has been an expedition fraught with spiritual and 

psychological baggage; it' s  not simply an act of compiling the right worship director and 

children's ministries leader. An adequate understanding or at least appreciation of these 

spiritual and psychological issues is necessary to prevent damaging results for the pastor, 

congregation, and the world to which it intends to minister. However, with a proper 

appreciation of these issues, there exists the real possibility for developing a community 

of grace, hope, and healing in a world crying out for such a thing. 

The issues presenting themselves include the role of narcissism in the 

development of the pastor and the congregation in our context. Particular attention 

should be given to the powerful weight this psychological phenomenon has on an 

institution such as the church in our culture. These issues go so far as to skew our right 

understanding of fundamental aspects of the church such as discipleship and evangelism. 

Lastly, this issue of narcissism, left unrestrained and misunderstood, will 

ultimately affect that spiritual entity having authority over the church which comes to life 

at the intersection of a church and its Creator - the angel of the congregation. Discerning 

God's  message to that angel has brought a sense of healing and empowerment to our 

community and a new sense of commitment to our collective call. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It' s January 2007, almost exactly seven years since our launch, and it's all ended 

up right here . . .  exactly where we doubted we'd ever be. We bought a building and a 

rather traditional building at that. 

We had launched fairly certain that buying a building was something we wanted 

to avoid due to the financial and time costs associated with maintaining property. 

Philosophically, too, we wanted to make some sort of statement that the church exists 

beyond the building and we feared that actually owning one could very well hurt our 

testimony regarding that belief. It was our hope that "church" or "congregation" would 

mean small groups of people in living rooms and neighborhood groups spotted around 

the various sections of town. We still hold to our belief that that is what "congregation" 

means, yet, here we were, keys in hand, mortgage signed, blue pews ready to be 

occupied. 

Was this really God's  call for us? We were convinced it was. It seems it had 

been so long since we'd heard his voice . . .  perhaps since we actually launched the 

ministry. But this seemed clear. 
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It had only been about six months prior, entering the summer of 2006, we had 

wondered if we'd even be around long enough to have to worry about "snow days" again. 

We had notified denominational authorities that summer that we were struggling and we 

might close our doors before we even became an officially "organized" congregation. 

In our brief seven years we had completely funded two seminarians; one of whom 

was launching his own congregation. We were tired, small, and broke. While we tried to 



find comfort in what we had accomplished, we still felt the sting of our inability to grow. 

It was as if we'd been rejected by the world as much as by any church structures. 
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Today we stand here, however, no bigger and no wealthier, but with a mortgage 

(which the denomination generously authorized and contributed to) committing us to 

another fifteen years. How did this happen? Where did this breath of life come from and 

how did we make such a philosophical shift? 

What follows is an interpretive record of our journey - a story, really - of a 

pastor, a people, and the angel of their congregation - attempting to start a new church in 

traditional Midwest America in a traditional, mainline denomination. The "we" of whom 

I speak is a small group of predominantly blue collar, non-professional Caucasian folks 

with an average age of thirty-five - most with kids. 

This project is intended to be a journey partner for people walking the same path 

or walking with those who may be. 

The pastor and the people are obvious considerations in a story of starting a new 

church. Less frequently considered is the angel of that congregation coming to birth at 

the intersection of any congregation and their Lord. It' s  with the angel of our 

congregation that this story will begin and end since it has played such an elusive and 

dominating role in our development and life. 





Chapter 1 

In the Beginning: February 2000 

The Church in Matthew's Gospel 

It seems crazy to say, but in the beginning we knew we were launching a church. 

Perhaps we were defining how that church ought to look a little differently, but we knew 

it was going to be a church. 

The question of the precise role and function of the church never seems to 

dissipate. Each answer, each book, each opinion seems to end somehow flat of what 

we're really seeking - even if we walk away momentarily jazzed. 

Ten years after being bitten with the missional church bug at seminary and six 

years after attempting to launch my own version of such a church in small city America 

we stood at the edge of failure. I ended up in the office of the professor of New 

Testament at Western Seminary confounded as I attempted to match the Gospel of 

Matthew with a vision - my vision - for the church. I said to him . . .  "We really don't 

know anything do we"? "Not much", he replied, "not much". And he smiled as he 

realized that THIS is the epicenter of the church founded upon "disciples". 

We all enter into this thing of launching congregations with every hope we know 

what that means, but do we really? Can we as disciples (children I learners)? Or is our 

primary function in following Christ in mission to learn from our LORD? 

In the final words of the Son of God to his disciples there' s  technically no 

mention of a bake sale, a holiday pageant, a gymnasium or a property committee of any 
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sort. There was the remarkable absence of "new projects for the people to get their hands 

around" and there was certainly no mandate to go acquire a building in which to worship. 

There were simply eleven disciples (students/children) . . .  dazed and confused at what 

lay before them and what was now standing in front of them! !  To think that that 

confusion would somehow lift upon entering the world certainly seems naive. 

The great theologian, Simon B irch (DVD - Simon Birch 28:08-29:40), insisted on 

pondering such matters as he spewed forth from the back pew "If God's big concern is 

the church bake sale, we're all in a lot of trouble" ! One thing I think any rational mind 

would ultimately have to agree with . . .  we may be in a lot of trouble . . .  it' s certainly 

where the leadership of Within Reach found itself. Perhaps it' s  where the original 

disciples found themselves as well. 

Matthew 28 16 Now the eleven disciples went to Galilee, to the mountain to which Jesus 
had directed them. 17 When they saw him, they worshiped him; but some doubted. 18 And 
Jesus came and said to them, "All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me. 
19 Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the 
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, 20 and teaching them to obey everything that 
I have commanded you. And remember, I am with you always, to the end of the age. " 

There is no program or system or approach or thought process. There is only the 

life of being confounded learners/followers/children of a man once dead, now alive, in a 

community of similarly confounded disciples in a confounded world. 

Dazed and confused is not a position of authority - it never has been. Dazed and 

confused is simply where one lands having been in the presence of Jesus to receive the 

mission of the church. It launches as any great expedition must - full of surprise! 



The Call of a Ministry 

Return to your call -you know it well - I  am there waiting for you. Return to 
your call and you will be returning to me. Return to me and you will find again 
your call. Become who you are knowing you are fearfully and wonderfully made. 
Find yourself again in my right hand - where you have always been - and finish 
what has been started. 

It was February 2000 and we were starting a new church. We were confounded 

disciples I learners. How would we know we'd been successful? Would it be the 

presence of a building where there previously was none? Would it be new "converts" to 

the faith? How many? Better, we decided, we'd measure success not by the number of 

converts, but by the extent of our own conversion (Phil 3 :7- 1 0). Was the goal 

excessively narcissistic? Perhaps. Was our "goal" measurable? No. But sixteen people 

sat in a room and decided we'd know we were successful if somehow we were more like 

Christ tomorrow than we were today. 

This voyage of transformation was one Eugene Peterson foresaw in the work he 

did launching his own congregation: 

Somehow we American pastors, without really noticing what was 
happening, got our vocations redefined in the terms of American 
careerism. We quit thinking of the parish as a location for pastoral 
spirituality [emphasis mine] . . .  the congregation is the pastor's place for 
developing vocational holiness. It goes without saying that it is a place for 
ministry . . .  but it is also the place in which we develop virtue, learn to 
love, advance in hope - become what we preach (Peterson 1 992: 20,2 1 ) .  

On the surface we failed to be "evangelical" - a point captured in the one and 

only article done about our ministry by the local newspaper. We weren't openly 
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compelled to make other people buy into our vision of what it meant to be a human 

being. It's what we claimed was of utmost importance to us, to experience the ride, 

regardless of where we ended up. It felt holy to not be "results" oriented for a change. It 

felt right - perhaps naive - but right. 

However, I quickly realized that just because you're wearing boots, you haven't 

shaved in a week, and you smell like crap doesn't mean you're a cowboy. I was no 

cowboy. I wanted results regardless of what I said. In the end, it was not my desire for 

holiness, my ingenuity or my desire to be "cutting edge" but my own fear of falling short 

that dictated this unmeasurable goal. After al l, if the goal is unmeasurable, there is no 

missing it! 

Strangely liberated from the option of failure, we pledged ourselves to the new 

goal of being converted into the image of Christ. To be converted into his image would 

mean that we would experience what he had experienced and live what he had lived. We 

would know Christ in the biblical sense of the word and it was going to be great, holy, 

and cutting edge. It was a great plan, until we started to fail and suffer - until nobody 

came to worship with us and we realized how much we really irritated each other. Until 

we began to experience what he had experienced! 

We fought with our desire for numeric success. For the first four years the only 

words that seemed to come out of my mouth were: "That's not the goal". It wasn't the 

goal to advertise to draw people to worship with us. It wasn't our goal to get along with 

everyone. It wasn't our goal to be a big church. It wasn't our goal to have enough 

money to support a pastor. Only I wasn't sure ifl was trying to convince them or myself 
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as the loneliness of ministry and constant anxiety over the absence of numeric growth 

began to seep through the cracks. 

Surely, we had missed expectations. We secretly couldn't wait to be big and to 

watch the masses profess our praise. We couldn't wait to succeed and show our parent 

congregations and the denomination we could make it on our own. We would have then 

exceeded not only their limited expectations of us, but potentially may have exceeded 

THEM as well (even though this was never our goal!) .  

I held on to "the goal" like a pit bull on a bone; the problem is you can't just 

decide one day to live into an entirely different world view. We still wanted to be loved 

and acknowledged more than we wanted to know Christ, to experience him and his 

loneliness. All of which was the great irony . . .  none of what we wanted was even 

closely associated to what Christ had experienced . . .  none of what we wanted really had 

anything to do with our goal. 

This, it turns out, would be our greatest challenge. We were a highly 

entrepreneurial group - as most people involved in such an endeavor are. We wanted to 

know we were succeeding. We needed to know we were doing something great for God. 

I was their leader and I was just stepping out of corporate America and the traditional 

church - two organizations that measure success numerically. Would my ego be able to 

take it if no one found what we were doing attractive? What if we were rejected by the 

masses? 

Four years into the project I was sent a warning - this quote from Thomas 

Merton: 

Do not depend on the hope of results. When you are doing the sort of work 
you have taken on, essentially an apostolic work, you may have to face the fact 



that your work will be apparently worthless and achieve no result at all, if not 
results opposite to what you expect. As you get used to this idea, you start 
more and more to concentrate not on the results but on the value, the rightness, 
the truth of the work itself. And there too a great deal has to be gone through, 
as gradually you struggle less and less for an idea and more and more for 
specific people . .  . In the end, it is the reality of personal relationships that saves 
everything. 
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Ironically I was sent this passage by someone who had joined our mission several 

years after its inception. She was a chronic overachiever and this had been sitting on her 

desk the entire time she was attempting to prove her value to the world through what she 

could accomplish. She would be reflective of our first four years together as we said one 

thing all the while our egos (at least MY ego) were screaming for something else. 

From here on out, as I attempt to describe what lay before us, I do feel like an 

explorer in either success or failure. The writings of Lewis and Clark come to mind as 

they attempted to describe with inadequate words what unfolded in front of them as they 

searched for the Northwest Passage. I wish I 'd begun these recordings from the 

beginning, but it' s only now I realize the magnitude of what lay before us; previously 

undiscovered, yet traveled a hundred times before. 
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Chapter 2: The Goal 

Not the number of converts, but the extent of our conversion. 

Certainly one person to have planted a flag at this spot before us was the apostle 

Paul. (Philippians 3:4-4: 1). He insisted a group of Christians in Phil ippi pattern their 

lives after his in his overwhelming desire to "know" Christ. To know is something 

deeper than to have met or even to be in relationship with. "To know" means "to 

experience" l ike you would "know" fear or anger or poverty. It was Paul' s  intent to 

dissolve "the boundary between object and observer" (Palmer, 55) .  To know Christ is to 

experience Christ all the way from being like him in his death to experiencing the power 

of his resurrection. This, Paul insisted to the Philippians, should be the pattern for l ife 

and, it  was now at least our stated goal as we launched this ministry. 

This small group of explorers huddled in a church lounge once a week in late 

1999. Full of hubris and world changing hopes, we would have to decide how we would 

define this voyage we were about to undertake. We would talk of mission statements and 

vision in every sense corporate America had taught us to think of such things. By some 

connection of words, I was able to paint a picture of the Northwest Passage - the church 

- in its grand utopia - that caught the attention of this group even though I had never 

been there myself. I remember being shocked that such a group would be willing to risk 

life and limb to undertake a voyage even their captain hadn't yet traveled. 

Our vision statement came without argument once the goal was established. It 

was not who we were today, but it was who we wanted to be when we grew up

terminology I acquired from corporate America. 



Mark 12:28-34 
28 One of the teachers of the law came and heard them debating. Noticing that Jesus 

had given them a good answer, he asked him, "Of all the commandments, which is the 
most important? " 
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29 " The most important one, " answered Jesus, "is this: 'Hear, 0 Israel, the Lord our 
God, the Lord is one. 30 Love the Lord your God with all ;:our heart and with all your 
soul and with all your mind and with all your strength. ' / The second is this: 'Love your 
neighbor as yourself' There is no commandment greater than these. " 

We decided we wanted to be a people who loved God and loved our neighbor 

with everything we had. To live into this vision we would certainly have to walk his path 

and experience his experiences. In short, we would have to be transformed into his 

image. If we attempted to live into this vision, we would certainly arrive at our goal. It 

sounded too romantic to possibly fail .  

However, anyone with any experience in vision statements knows this one leaves 

a great deal to be desired. It lacks a number of key requirements of any vision statement 

I had previously developed for either ministry or business. For starters, just like the rest 

of our criteria for success, it' s not particularly measurable (my previous congregation had 

a mission of reaching 1 % of the 1 3  7 ,500 unchurched people in their neighborhood - now 

THA T's measurable ! ). Second, there' s  nothing in it that has any sense of timeline and it 

would be nearly impossible to determine if we'd ever arrived or if this destination was 

even "arrivable". 

I wonder if Lewis and Clarke had a vision statement. If they did, it would 

probably have said something like "find the Northwest passage before winter". It would 

be measurable and have a time l ine. It could easily be sold to management and funding 

institutions. However, it would have missed the real work they would ultimately 
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accomplish as they saw things they wouldn't have seen and experienced things they 

wouldn't have experienced had they not headed out on the voyage. These must have 

been the things truly motivating them - the love of experience. How fundable is an 

expedition of people who simply "want to experience a bunch of stuff'? 

Surprised by Joy - and some not so pleasant things 

In the numerous corporate and religious expeditions I 've participated in, surprise 

is the enemy. I can even remember telling the sales people who reported to me that I 

could deal with just about everything, but I didn't want to be surprised by anything. 

Palmer captures this fear of vulnerability surprise often catalyzes in most organizations: 

In a flattened, desacralized culture, thinking is not what happens when we 
are taken - or threatened - by surprise. Instead, we reflexively defend 
ourselves by reaching for a weapon that we know how to use, an old idea 
whose use we mastered long ago. To think a new thought in this moment 
of danger would leave us open and vulnerable, for we do not know what 
flank it might leave exposed. So we grab an old idea, a conceptual club 
and know how to use because we have swung it many times before, and 
we beat the surprise to death (or in my case, we'd  fire the one who brought 
the surprise) - or we run away before it can make a mark on our minds. 
(Palmer 1 997: 1 1 2, 1 1 3 ) .  

This place where we were headed would challenge us to leave behind the 

"desacralized culture" for a "sacred landscape", where "surprise is a constant companion: 

it lies around the bend or hidden in the next valley, and, though it sometimes startles us, it 

often brings delight" (Palmer 1 997: 1 1 2). We would have to find a way to welcome 

surprise as our constant companion on this journey instead of attempting to squash it with 



every old church habit and trick we'd ever learned - even if it were the surprise of our 

own failure. It would be a challenge. 

In such a vague and ambiguous expedition, we were set for many surprises ! In 

fact, in this sort of expedition, surprise seems almost to be the reason one ventures out 

across the plains and into the Rockies - or out of Jerusalem to Caesarea (Acts 1 0). As 

Peter did, you leave the familiar grounds of the land of the church to enter into a living 

room full of people your religious system prevents you from associating with. You go 

there, not because they need saving, but because God has something to teach us - God 

has surprises for us. This act of learning, after all, was the basis of what it meant to be 

"disciples" and it began with the first twelve . . .  

A Call to "Disciples" 

16  

Stephen Adam Bainbridge1 i s  the name of  a small boy who experienced life the 

way many small boys experience life - full force. It was full of good stuff - stuff a small 

boy needs to become a healthy young man. And it was full of the bad and the ugly -

words that told him he was a dweeb, useless, and worthy of abandon - the height of 

which was never really having known his biological father - Bainbridge. 

Like most children, he had little control over the things that would happen to him 

in life. He simply took what he was dealt as the world demanded he "grow up". Stephen 

Adam Bainbridge had some good reasons to look forward to adulthood; it seemed silly 

living in the pain of youth. It was time to grow up and move on. It was time to gain 

some control and to become somebody ! 

1 Story used with permission. 
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By age eighteen Stephen Adam Bainbridge would cease to exist. So eager was he 

to discard who he was, he changed his name. Standing in his place was the man he'd 

always wanted to be: Adam Potgiesser. It was much better being Adam Potgiesser than 

Stephen Adam Bainbridge. Adam Potgiesser had become so competent in so many 

ways! He could speak . . .  that stupid little Stephen Bainbridge couldn't even defend 

himself let alone speak on behalf of anyone else. 

Standing tall and assured, having left Stephen behind, Adam became the model 

adult. A capable electrician and breadwinner, he built his own house and family. He was 

part of the leadership team of his church. Here (in adulthood) he had strength instead of 

weakness; he had control instead of powerlessness; he had courage instead of feeling 

fear. THIS man could change lives . . .  

All was well until, over the course of several years and while attending seminary, the 

bible confronted Adam Potgiesser with a truth he could not avoid . . .  

Matthew 18  At that time the disciples came to Jesus and asked, "Who is the greatest in 
the kingdom of heaven? " 2 He called a child, whom he put among them, 3 and said, 
"Truly I tell you, unless you change and become like children, you will never enter the 
kingdom of heaven. 

The greatest disciple . . .  Adam should at least be in the running. He was, after 

all, on the leadership team of one of the largest churches in town. How could they be 

wrong about his greatness? But Jesus grabs a child out of the crowd. A child - that 's  

odd - they must have thought. The rabbinic classification of children placed them along 

side the deaf and dumb and weak mined. 
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Becoming like a little child is to devolve - it' s not about gaining simple trusting 

faith or some other endearing child trait like cuteness or innocence. It' s  to become weak 

and vulnerable and existing to learn, experience, and transform as we live into the 

surprise of the gospel. 

The bible confronts Adam Potgiesser and demands the return of Stephen Adam 

Bainbridge in all his weakness, vulnerability, and insignificance because ministry does 

not flow out of the strength or competence or maturity. The very word "disciple" used to 

describe the ones to whom the mission of Jesus was finally entrusted, is not a word of 

strength, but of weakness. The idea is that we are learners implying we are lacking 

something. He entrusted his mission to "students", not to teachers or bishops. 

Preposterous ! That little grunt had nothing! He wasn't  very smart; certainly not 

as smart as Adam Potgiesser! He had nothing to offer the world; Adam had so much! He 

had no control; Adam was in complete control of himself and everyone else! He couldn't 

even prevent himself from being abandoned. It' s  taken us twenty or thirty years to get 

where we are, to gain our adulthood and Jesus says we must recapture where we were, 

our dependence, our smallness, our vulnerability. Preposterous, but true and the stakes 

are high . . . entrance into the kingdom of heaven. 

You don't usually get black and white from Jesus until he wants to freak you out 

- then he's impossibly black and white. It seems like with the kingdom of God at stake, 

we'd pay attention. 

We think the Christian mission makes ministers, but it just as much finds a child. 

We think the mission develops strengths, but it also very much causes people to embrace 

their weaknesses and loss. We think the mission is supposed to make us more 
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significant, but it just as quickly has us facing our own insignificance - all things that are 

at the very core of being a disciple. 

If I have any desire to follow Jesus in mission this is THE path - surprise and 

learning. This is the ONLY path. I may feel free to watch from a distance . . .  everyone 

was always welcome to do just that. But the very nature of calling oneself a disciple 

means acknowledging our lack of knowledge, our smallness and our insignificance so 

that his greatness will reach to the ends of the earth. 

I am deeply convinced that the Christian leader of the future is called to be 
completely irrelevant and to stand in this world with nothing to offer but 
his or her own vulnerable self. That is the way Jesus came to reveal God's 
love. The great message that we have to carry, as ministers of God's word 
and followers of Jesus, is that God loves us not because of what we do or 
accomplish, but because God has created and redeemed us in love and has 
chosen us to proclaim that love as the true source of all human life. 

Henri Nouwen, In the Name of Jesus 



Chapter 3 

An Alternative Goal 

The Myth of Productivity and the Birth of a Pastor 

Jeremiah 17 
5 This is what the LORD says: 

"Cursed is the one who trusts in man, who depends on flesh for his strength 
and whose heart turns away from the LORD. 
6 He will be like a bush in the wastelands; he will not see prosperity when it comes. 
He will dwell in the parched places of the desert, in a salt land where no one lives. 
7 "But blessed is the man who trusts in the LORD, whose confidence is in him. 
8 He will be like a tree planted by the water that sends out its roots by the stream. 
It does not fear when heat comes; its leaves are always green. 
It has no worries in a year of drought and never fails to bear fruit." 

The first suggestion that something could go wrong probably stepped into 

awareness in my final year of seminary and prior to the launch. I was at the doctor' s 

office for anxiety and rage and I found myself actually having my first actual anxiety 

attack. I 'm describing to the doctor this rage, anxiety, and hopelessness I feel. He asks 
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what I 'm up to in life. I tell him I 'm studying to be a pastor! And the anxiety deepens as 

I wonder what sort of witness this is to anyone. 

How did I end up here? As successful as I 'd  been in life how could I possibly be 

struggling with anxiety and depression the way I was; how could I be so unhappy? How 

could I have a great wife, a great job, money, the home I always wanted, and yet feel so 

angry and anxious? All the while I 'm supposed to be becoming the leader in a religious 

institution that claims I am to "be anxious about nothing" (Philippians 4:6). How did I 

end up this person? Not "why is God punishing me", but "how did I end up in this 



condition" and how would I ever be able to offer the peace of Christ to anyone if I 

couldn't even find it my own self? 
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The passage suggests the key factor in determining our spiritual "condition" is 

where we put our trust and to "trust" the Lord is to trust he' ll actually do his job and do it 

correctly. 

God Creates 

In a desire to figure out how I got to the point of an anxiety breakdown, I decided 

to begin at the beginning. I asked my mom what kind of kid I was growing up. She said 

I was quiet and thoughtful - a dreainer. I was very sensitive, introverted and 

introspective - I thought about myself and how I fit into things all the time. My parents 

were concerned I might be too shy. I quickly learned those things are not "good" and 

that I would need to be broken of them in order to get set up for what the world required. 

I saw in school how "popular" and "accepted" were defined. It wasn't the 

kind/thoughtful kid, it was the thoughtless/mean kid. It wasn't the one who liked to 

think, it was the one tried not to. It wasn't the poets, it was the jocks. 

I learned early that being me was not a good way to go through life. I 've come to 

believe that if you pick that lie up at any point, for any reason, at any age, you're likely to 

be living under the curse of that lie. That lie creates anxiety, legalism, rage, and 

overachievement. It results in a passion to accomplish to prove to the world you are of 

value. It leaves you living into the lie of "productivity" at the edge of failure working in 
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new church development. It also leaves your congregation and its angel in a similar place 

You preach freedom from the lies of this world yet you carry such shame and see 
yourself with disgust and failure. 

I was born an idealist. Maybe all kids are. I was also born sensitive, quiet and 

relational . Very early in life I realized this was a tough combination. People were 

painful - not just hurting me, but each other - and I almost couldn't bear to watch it any 

longer. 

I remember confessing to my parents my dislike for people and my dream of 

becoming a mountain man (Grizzly Adams was my hero). I dreamt of escaping to the 

mountain country with a bear, a mule, and a cantankerous old flap jack making man (I 

was crushed to later see images of Dan Haggerty arrested for drug trafficking). So clear 

was my disdain for humanity, my own mother would later object to the idea of me 

becoming a pastor, keenly aware of my aversion to people. Since it would be a good 

long wait between childhood and mountain-man-hood, I would have to find a way to 

cope. I would live into the system rather than fighting against it - I would become 

productive. 

Whi le my shift to pragmatism and productivity was well underway, I ' ve come to 

see a move across town in fourth grade as sealing its inevitability. My mom has since 

expressed deep guilt and regret for that move after seeing what it did to me. It would be a 

total life shift from my birthright. The meaningful friendships I had were torn away and I 

would have to "earn" new ones. Never before had this aspect of relationships been so 



real to me. What would there be about me that would draw people who already had 

friends? I 'd need to figure it out in order to compete. I knew it wouldn't be looks, an 

outgoing personality or profound athleticism! 
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Throughout grade school these issues concretized. Relationships went from being 

required by joy to utilitarian; their value extending only as far as what they were able to 

give me and my value extending only as far as what I could produce for others. I was 

smart and observant, which, in and of itself wouldn't matter for some time because, as we 

all know, smart is of no productive "value" at that age. However, I would watch and 

learn what worked and what didn't. I would learn to discern who had something to offer 

me and how I could offer something to others. This mindset would be affirmed when I 

entered the church and corporate America years later. 

Corporate America stil l  fascinates me as I look back on my twelve years there. It 

is one place that honestly conveys the truth of l ife. It is a great system for rewarding the 

productive. There are raises, promotions, and meaning placed on you for your 

accomplishments. Corporate American never pretends value is located in anything other 

than what you are able to produce. I fell in love with the integrity of the whole process -

it was honest - perhaps one of the few honest relationships I 'd  had since being uprooted 

in fourth grade. 

I found the church operating along similar principles. Value seemed to be 

conferred based on how many committees you served on, how frequently and regularly 

you attended worship, how many visits you made to the elderly, or, the biggest one of all, 

how many people you were able to invite to and retain in the religious system. Value, 



once again, conferred based on the predictable system of productivity and it was all 

conveniently measurable. 
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I can still remember waiting in line to use the bathroom at a Promise Keepers 

ral ly. I was behind several pastors and caught only a sliver of the conversation . . .  "how 

big is yours?" was the theme (a fascinating discussion for two men to hold as they head 

off to the urinals). It was at this point I reassured myself I would never want to be a 

pastor. 

The difference between corporate America and the corporate church, however, 

was the church was dishonest in its communication of value. The church claimed value 

was in simply being a child of God not in what was accomplished for him. Instead of 

living into a father/child relationship with my creator I pursued a slave/master 

relationship which made so much more sense to me anyway. That way I would be able to 

measure God's  acceptance of me and would be able to compete with all the people God 

must certainly have to choose between. 

I had learned early God wanted us "to be both faithful and fruitful." I learned 

"Jesus has given the church a job to do. We will either succeed or fail at it. Using this 

definition, every church should want to be successful !  What is the alternative? . . .  

Failure." Faithfulness would be defined as "accomplishing as much as possible with the 

resources and talents God has given" us. (Warren 1995: 65). What if I fai led? I wasn't 

about to find out. I was going to accomplish for Christ. I would not be a failure. 

Productivity was a system that served me well through the corporate ladders of both the 

religious and secular worlds and I was rewarded heartily - not just in pay, but in esteem. 
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In the church I saw I was being affirmed and loved for my ability to teach and to 

see things differently. I decided to head off to seminary to get the training required to 

lead my own ministry. The idea I had in mind varied only slightly from how one might 

start one's own business (actually, I can't think of how it varied at all except it felt more 

self-righteous). I would save the world and be adored by the masses because I was so 

smart and such a good communicator - it was becoming clear to me where my value lay. 

I now had two institutions - Corporate America and the church - pumping love 

and acceptance my way as a result of my abundant fruitfulness. My wife made deciding 

which to follow easy. We would not be taking any corporate transfers, which would 

forever limit the job opportunities I 'd  have in the business world. Eventually my 

corporate productivity would become limited and there would be others more productive 

than me. While I was in seminary and launching this new church full time I continued to 

work as a business unit manager for the chemical firm I had been employed with since 

graduating college. It wasn't until a reduction in force promised to increase my travel 

from 20 to 40% that I had to leave corporate America (at the time, my wife and I had 

welcomed four foster children into our home and she was still teaching fifth grade full 

time). 

I speak as if with some disdain for corporate America and my religious 

experience, as if the institutions were using me like a two dollar whore. To my conscious 

knowledge, I hold no animosity toward either institution, though I would hope the 

religious institution would at least become honest about its condition. No, "my 

immediate problem is me and the silent conspiracy I have had with the institution, the 
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conspiracy that allowed that institution to rule my life" (Palmer 1 997: 1 70). I 'd sold out 

and my price was love. 

Lynne Hybels reflects on the death the myth of productivity, improperly 

controlled, can perpetuate in human lives. 

The dream had been not just to build a church, but to build it together . . .  

first to die was the sense of community . . .  as the pace increased, the 
intimacy decreased . . .  divorce followed on the heals of several staff 
resignations and lay leader departures . . .  our sacrifice exceeded God's 
demand . . .  and so two by two we paid the price in our marriages . . .  Bill 
and I look back at these years with deep sadness and regret . . .  Bill's 
understanding of his own addiction to fruitbearing would have served him 
and the entire core group so well back then . . .  (Hybels 1 995 :  85) 

After years of measurable success and accomplishment in the religious and 

secular worlds, it was time to start this new thing. When our little group decided we 

wanted to start a new church we were told "failure is not an option" by the religious 

organization we were part of - and everything in our being knew it was true. What if we 

failed? What if we had no fruit? What if we were not productive? What if we wasted 

everything God had given us? Would he still love us? Could we ruin the kingdom of 

God in our failure? Or worse . . .  would people see us as failures? 

This discovery I stand at today that I find so hard to describe with words is the 

realization that Christianity is not a faith of success at all or a faith of failure (though it 

seems to collect those considered "failures" to the world). Rather, it is a faith of death 

and resurrection. Words are unable to describe the beauty of this spot. Not that I find 

death and resurrection in and of themselves beautiful, but this point of realization is 

where the real beauty exists. I found the only way to this spot is to have traveled down 



the fork of productivity, realized it was not heading toward life, turned around, and 

headed back upstream. The rowing would be hard; our only hope was that it would be 

worth it. 

Anne Lamott had seen the beauty of this spot before me after a disastrous 

speaking engagement: 

The review in the newspaper the next day was not very good. But by then I 'd 
figured out the gift of failure, which is  that i t  breaks through all that held 
breath and isometric tension about needing to look good: it' s  the gift of 
feeling floppier. One of the things I was most afraid of finally happened, 
with a whole lot of people watching, and it had indeed been a nightmare. But 
sitting with all that vulnerability, I discovered I could ride it . . .  out of 
nowhere I remembered something one of my priest friends had said once, that 
grace is having a commitment to - or at least an acceptance of - being 
ineffective and foolish. That our bottled charm is the main roadblock to 
drinking that clear cool glass of love. (Lamott 1 999: 1 42, 1 43)  

It' s at this point I 'm glad others have been here before me and will certainly 
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follow after because I will be able to converse with them about it. Or, perhaps we won't 

converse at all but simply stand there beside each other and stare. All I know for sure is 

that if I was going to live as a Christian I would have to find my meaning, purpose, and 

hope not in what I would accomplish, but in who I am in this spot as a child of God -

floundering, foolish and failing. 

God Sustains 

As I described, I knew I couldn't survive existing as God created me so I became 

someone I wasn't to sustain myself. As I mentioned, by the time I hit corporate America, 
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I was fully living into the curse. I had completely set aside what it meant to be "me" to 

become what the world said I needed to be. I trusted man's definition of "good" and not 

God's (as if l even knew what God's  was). I set aside feelings for decision making -

that's hard to do with feelings. I twisted self awareness into self centeredness. I traded 

meekness for power. And it worked! The world affirmed my choice to abandon myself 

and become someone else. I was getting promotions, money, praise and recognition. I 

finally was someone, I just wasn't me. 

It is one of the turning points in therapy when the patient comes to the 
emotional insight that all the love she has captured with so much effort 
and self-denial was not meant for her as she really was, that the admiration 
for her beauty and achievements was aimed at this beauty and 
achievements and not the child herself. In therapy, the small and lonely 
child that is hidden behind her achievements wakes up and asks: 'What 
would have happened if I appeared before you sad, needy, angry, furious? 
. . . Does this mean it was not me you loved, but only what I pretended to 
be?" (Miller 1 997: 5)  

I was trusting man, my company, and my own flesh for my sustenance -

emotional and physical . I trusted them for my paycheck and my love. The problem was, 

the person they loved and accepted and honored wasn't me. I couldn't see prosperity 

when I was swimming in it because none of it was mine. What I had was rage, anxiety, 

death and a prescription for Prozac. "The constant contradiction between how I 

experienced myself and how other people viewed me created a painful, sometimes 

crippling sense of fraudulence" (Palmer 1 997: 27). 

Many of us know from personal experience how it feels to live a 
divided life. Inwardly, we experience one imperative for our lives, 
but outwardly we respond to quite another. This is the human 



condition, of course - our inner and outer worlds are never in perfect 
harmony. But there are extremes of dividedness that become 
intolerable, when one can no longer live without bringing one's 
actions into harmony with one's inner self. When that happens inside 
one person, then another, and another, and another, in relation to a 
significant social issue, a movement may be conceived. (Palmer 
1 997: 1 67). 

This is when the false self, the self created to present to the world, begins to 

crumble . . .  

As Capps points out, this collapse of the false self is not dominated by shame 

words such as embarrassment or humiliation, but by "words like empty, exhausted, 

drained, demoralized, depressed . . .  " (Capps 1 993 :  99). I believe I am now in the 

process of reconstructing the "true self' (Miller 1 997: 1 4  ff) as we as a congregation are 

in the process of reconstructing a true angel .  As the healing process evolves, the 
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individual will "discover in himself a need to live according to his true self and no longer 

be forced to earn ' love' that always leaves him empty-handed, since it is given to his 

false self - something he has begun to identify and relinquish" (Miller 1 997:  60). 

The other parts of me, emotional parts, relational parts, sensitive parts, had been 

locked away years ago in self-defense. For me to progress toward emotional wholeness 

I ' l l have to come to understand that this piece that has been locked away "is a real part of 

[me] to nurture, and help feel secure" (Kaufman 1 992: 1 56) even if the world is not 

desirous of its presence. This is incredibly difficult to achieve when faced with the 

resulting reduction in productivity it will likely initiate and the sense of failure that will 

accompany it. This is ongoing as I walk with the angel of our congregation on this path 

of transformation. 
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If that takes place, such that the speaking, productive pieces of me and the non

speaking, sensitive parts are standing side by side, the feeling and the non-feeling hand in 

hand, I won't be the same person people have come to know, but I will be me. I won't be 

the same husband, father, friend, or pastor. I don't see the words "better" or "worse" 

applying here as much as it is simply part of "identity regrowth" (Kaufman 1 992 : 1 7 1  ) .  

I 'm fairly certain that this whole person would not be given consideration to be a new 

church start pastor. Unfortunately, I believe the person frequently sought as the new 

church start pastor is the "false self', the one incapable of coming to grips with any 

constraints. 

God Redeems 

Redemption: God's  specialty. No one else can offer this. Can we trust God to 

make something out of the curse? Is it possible we are to trust he' ll redeem even our 

failures? OK . . .  he created me, he sustained me, but I 'm too far gone for redemption. 

I don't think God ever intended me to be a pastor or to start a new church. Along 

the way to what he had planned for me (Jer 29: 1 1 ), I derailed and picked up some stuff: 

communication, motivation, decisiveness, prioritization, goal setting, and strategizing. I 

picked up the ability to deal with conflict and criticism that at one time might have killed 

me; it did kill me. I picked up leadership skills, I don't like leading, but I can and will 

lead. 

You might try to convince me I went through that time so I could start a church so 

God could use me. I disagree. God liked me just the way he made me. God had no 



intention of "using" me like a shovel in his barn or a rag under his sink (that's how 

humans think of relationships). However, God was wi ll ing to redeem the mess I 'd  sold 

myself into and restore in me something great. 
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While being a pastor may not have been God's  original vocation or call on my 

life, I 'm reminded that vocation and call are really about identity (who we are uttered in 

the Word of God to be) rather than about a plan for our lives. That being the case, 

redemption then has to do with the renewal of our identity in God - what I earlier 

referred to as the reconstruction of the true self. This can be true for pastor, parishioner, 

congregation, and angel .  

As an aside, this l ittle realization, this l ittle place, has been a wonderful estuary on 

the trip. When you come face to face with redemption, there' s  almost no missing it . . .  

it's one of the most beautiful spectacles in the world but one you can only describe to 

another who' s  been there. God somehow takes you where you are now and uses 

circumstances he possibly never intended us to be part of to restore what he originally 

created in us. This ministry exists because I, along with the huddled masses, needed 

restoration - and it's working. I 'm starting to care again. I 'm starting to feel, love and be 

quiet again; as is the angel of our congregation as witnessed by the reduction in 

congregational anxiety. 

But I hadn't yet fully found my way to this place. To do this, I would have to find 

my meaning, purpose, and hope in the midst of this moment by trusting in the creative, 

sustaining, and redemptive powers of God. 



Chapter 4 

Under the Unpredictable Plant 

In my thirtieth year and four years into my ordination, an abyss opened up 
before me, a gaping crevasse it was . . .  then this chasm opened up, this 
split between personal faith and pastoral vocation. I was stopped in my 
tracks. I looked around for a bridge, a rope, a tree to lay across the 
crevasse and allow passage . . .  (Peterson 1 992: 1 ) .  

I originally handed out sixteen copies of Eugene Peterson's book Under the 
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Unpredictable Plant at a launch team meeting sometime probably during the fall of 1 999 

- it would certainly become part of the formation of the angel of our congregation. I 

handed this book out to the group because I wanted them to understand what I had in my 

mind when I said I was going to be their "pastor" - it would be the "ship" I intended to 

sail on this journey. I revisited the book seven years later surprised at the warnings I 

myself had previously highlighted that had gone unheeded. I also shared those 

revelations with the leadership team in a series of vision training times and they seemed 

equally surprised at the contents of the book. Surprise finds us again. 

I originally handed the book to everyone so that we could find agreement about 

these things as we headed out on the journey. It did not materialize the way I had hoped 

but, it is after all, an "unpredictable" plant. 

When I started out as pastor, I thought that the three conditions - the 
institution that ordained me, the congregation that called me, and the 
ordained and called self - were agreed on who I was as a pastor and what I 
would do. I was wrong (Peterson 1 992: 76). 
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Peterson, in his own experience of launching a new congregation, learned that 

even the very initiation of this voyage would be one surprise after another. 

Gradually, as Peterson writes, "it dawned on me that the crevasse was not before 

but within me" (Peterson 1 992: 1 ) . My own crevasse - and that of our congregation -

began to be increasingly obvious as I entered 2004 - my own fourth year of ordination. 

And, like Peterson . . . .  

Things were worse than I had supposed; this was requiring more attention 
than I had planned on. Unwilling, finally, to stand staring indefinitely into 
the abyss (or loosen my grip on either faith or vocation, options that also 
occurred to me), I entered the interior territory in which the split had 
originated and found heavily eroded badlands. (Peterson 1 992: 1 ,  2 -

emphasis mine) 

I can still remember the warnings from the senior pastor at the congregation out of 

which we launched. He'd  seen many a new church start pastor crash; frequently right out 

of the faith altogether. I will easily admit that my belief has been shattered, perhaps 

irreparably, through this process and his warning from that day reverberates in my soul 

attempting to escape the confines of my mind. My belief has been destroyed, but my 

faith, my ability to continue to live into this vocation despite what I believe, has been 

unshakable and probably strengthened. Perhaps this is to everyone's  detriment - perhaps 

to their benefit. 

Leaving professional ministry and abandoning my "vocation" is a thought that 

occurs to me at least weekly now. Or, I wonder, if leaving professional ministry is the 

only way of returning to my vocation. These thoughts are frequently accompanied by 

dreams (literal dreams while sleeping) of returning to my employer in corporate America 
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- once again pacing the aisles of paper mills across the country. I find myself in places 

of security and familiarity - places I know my way out of where surprise is the enemy. 

Consistently I find in those dreams a boss - a good boss - the one thing that 

seems remarkably absent in my new profession. The loneliness of the pastorate is a place 

that can't be understood until you stand in the badlands alone. I was unable to 

understand the majority of Peterson's  book, truly understand it, until I 'd  been at this place 

staring at my own badlands with no boss to help navigate them. I can only imagine what 

badlands Lewis and Clarke would have happened on that they had no idea were ahead of 

them. 

Still, similar to my unwillingness to abandon my faith, I 've been unable to make 

the call to leave this vocation - perhaps that's what defines a cal l .  Maybe it will happen 

one day, but not today. Peterson has a warning for me: 

Every time a pastor abandons one congregation [or vocation] for another 
out of boredom or anger or restlessness, the pastoral vocation is vitiated 
(Peterson 1 992 : 1 8  - italics mine) . 

. . . and I knew I had to begin to investigate whatever was turning itself around 

inside me initially hoping for healing but also hopeful that as I began to heal, the 

congregation might as well .  

Daniel Day Williams had the sense that something was missing from the 
vows we take when we are ordained: ' Perhaps someday there will be 
recognition . . .  of the need for self understanding of their [pastors' ]  own 
psychological needs, hostilities and fears . . .  When the minister has begun 
to be released from false pretenses, from unacknowledged anxieties, and is 
learning the joy of entering freely into the comradeship of the search for 



the meaning of life with another person, the high potentialities for his 
becoming a channel of grace may be realized' (McNish 2004: 83,84). 
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This i s  especially true given one of  the primary contributors (though certainly not 

the ONLY contributor) to the angel of a congregation is the pastor. In fact, the role of the 

pastor and the role of the angel of a congregation are frequently conflated, though 

Revelation makes clear they are separate beings. This close interrelationship is 

particularly true in a new church where the congregation is formed largely around the 

personality and gifts of that pastor. As such, it' s  important to understand the role the 

pastor plays in this dynamic and, for us, that person was me. 

The (Narcissistic) Pastor: Heeding "the Call" 

Why did I become a pastor in the first place (Peterson 1 992 : 4 1  )? How on earth 

did I become a pastor and how is it that I never asked myself that question? Peterson, 

agreeing with McNish suggests that it 's important to remember that "the ego is the place 

to start" (Peterson 1 992 : 88), especially if you desire to process congregational 

functioning. 

I went to seminary simply to be a preacher, never intending to be a pastor at al l 

(not that I had any idea what that meant). During my entrance interview for my Master 

of Divinity degree, I was asked by my contact why I wanted to attend the seminary. I 

replied that I wanted to preach, that I felt "called" to preach - or so I thought. That's it. 

Apparently I had a bunch of cool stuff that needed to be said and I thought I had quite an 
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ingenious way of saying it. I was heeding the call but I would "humbly request to choose 

the destination" (Peterson 1 992 : 1 6). 

Perhaps I had in mind that "pastor" predominantly meant you were a preacher - a 

position of minimal vulnerability and risk but having great opportunity to call people into 

some urgent cause. Accomplishing such a cause was probably a godly requirement for 

someone blessed with the self confidence I appeared to possess. 

In fact, I ' ve come to believe I had no such calling - I just thought the world 

needed to hear some opinions from someone as intelligent as me. Later I 'd  realize this 

was simply another outburst from my narcissistically wounded grandiose self helplessly 

looking for someone to "watch me, watch me" ! This desire to be watched, seen, and 

applauded is one that, judging from the angel letter, permeates our angel and 

congregation as well .  

I 'd gone as far as I was going to go in corporate America since my wife was 

blocking any relocations. At the same time I was hearing the accolades of my home 

congregation. It seemed the pastorate and rallying people to the accomplishment of this 

"urgent cause" might serve well the initial construction of the monument that was long 

overdue me. Unlike the rugged individualist who has a cause, the new narcissist is his or 

her cause (Capps 1 993 : 7). 

Western Seminary intake data suggests the vocation of pastor collects narcissists. 

My own seminary psychological pre-screen assessment determined I had off-the-scale 

narcissistic tendencies. It was a warning about how I would approach things in ministry 

but, more important, why I may be entering ministry. The issue of my narcissism was left 
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at the table after my consultation with the prescreen psychologist with the assurance from 

me that "I could handle it". 

The foolishness of our times is no more apparent than in the naivete in 
which we send people on these dangerous missions or the innocence in 
which we rely on their sincerity (Peterson 1 992: 1 5). 

At the time, my only translation of narcissism was "egotistical" or "self-

centered". Since pastors could never be such things, I chose to use the more positively 

nuanced translation of high "self-esteem" or "self-confidence" and considered it more of 

a compliment than a warning. My retranslation brought little argument from the 

psychologist charged with reviewing my scores with me. This definition would be the 

first thing that needed to be addressed as I approach the issue of developing a pastoral 

theology and ecclesiology that lives into the way these things are imbedded in me and my 

culture. (Capps 1 993 : 3 ;  Lasch 1 99 1 :  1 0, 2 1 8) .  

Capps recounts the technical description of the narcissistic personality disorder 

(Capps 1 993 : 1 2-20). 

1 .  Hypersensitivity to the evaluation of other 
2 .  Lack of empathy from an early age 
3 .  Fantasies of  unlimited success, power, brilliance, beauty, or ideal love 
4. Ambition that cannot be satisfied 
5 .  Interpersonal exploitativeness: others are used in order to achieve my ends; 

friendships are often made only after I consider how I can profit from them. 
6. Effectiveness enhanced by drive for success, inhibited by a depression 
7. Unable to understand the complex emotional needs of other people 
8 .  Driven, pleasureless approach to goals 
9. Angry and resentful but concealing such beneath depressive moods 
1 0. Feeling restless and bored when external glitter wears off 



1 1 . An experience of the lifelessness I emptiness of feelings prompted counseling 
1 2 . Main task is to achieve the bliss I contentment of the primary narcissistic state 
1 3 .  Not in danger of falling apart, but of depletion 

It's tough to say that this list of personality traits applies to pastors, but they 

frequently do - along with the guilt and shame pastors then feel for understanding 

themselves to be this way when they should be able to rise above it. 
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While the data suggests seminary collects and trains the narcissistically wounded, 

it's been my experience that new church development sifts off the ones wounded in ways 

that have become highly proficient with certain defense mechanisms such as productivity, 

perfectionism, legalism, and skills of manipulation to name a few. Again, this person 

LOOKS highly successful but is actually deeply wounded. 

Pastors need depth psychology not only for assessing their parishioners' 
pastoral needs, but also in assisting the pastors themselves in coming to 
terms with their own shame issues. This personal coming to terms is the 
first and perhaps most fundamental step we need to take. (McNish 2004: 
84) 

Instead of rebuilding wounded narcissistic structures, many attempt to alleviate 

their condition by increasingly feeding into the condition itself (Capps 1 993 : 27). As 

such, the craving narcissist will crave all the more, the phallic narcissist will increase his 

exhibitionism, and the manipulator will manipulate more. The narcissistic pastor and 

narcissistic structure of the church will follow similar trends unless an alternative is 

suggested and we become aware of the degree to which our pastoral theology and our 

ecclesiology have been affected by the psychology of its leaders. 
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Unfortunately, new church development can actually feed the cravings of the 

wounded by knighting them denominational trendsetters in an attempt to keep them 

blazing rather than slowing down to ask themselves why being a trendsetter is so vital to 

their self-understanding (At my first new church planters retreat we received t-shirts 

saying "weekend of champions" with the clear implication that being a "champion" was 

directly linked to our chosen pastoral niche). New church development can encourage 

those narcissistically wounded to continue to attempt to feed the wounds as they always 

have in the past. It' s  been my experience that "new church development" gives those 

most possessed with monument building the greatest and freshest opportunity to do so. 

This is all arguably confirmed through rigorous planting assessment tools such as 

the Gallup Assessment for new church start pastors. It' s time to adequately understand 

this profile of the pastoral ego in order to understand dysfunction in the church and head 

toward health both for the pastor, the congregation and the angel of the congregation 

instead of simply looking to understand that past behavior is a predictor of future success. 

If this was the true criteria for church multiplication, would Jesus ever have chosen Peter 

and Judas? 
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Chapter 5 

The Church and its Angel, the Pastor, and The Issue of Narcissism 

One read of the letter to the angel of the congregation of Within Reach Ministries 

and you know it, like its pastor, struggles with narcissism. What 's  clear about narcissism 

is that it ironically has less to do with self-love than it does with self-hatred (Lasch 1 99 1 :  

3 1 ,  35 ;  Capps 1 993 : 22) . . . .  

But I have this against you: You don 't practice what you preach. You 
preach the beauty of my creation and the love I have for it - but you don 't 
accept that love for yourself or those who 've abandoned you. You don 't 
see yourself as beautiful - though you tell others how beautiful they are in 
my sight. You preach the forgiveness of sin, but you don 't accept that 
forgiveness as your own. You preach grace and offer grace, but you don 't 
accept grace . 

. . . . and less to do with self-certainty and more to do with self-doubt . . .  

I know your deeds, I do. You think I don 't, but I do. I know your struggle. 
I know your perseverance and the faith you 've demonstrated in the midst 
of abandonment, fatigue and failure. I know your courage in the face of 
numerous obstacles and I know your passion to be transformed into my 
image. I know your message, your love and compassion toward the lost 
and your desire for meaningful relationships. I have seen your tears and 
felt the tearing in your spirit as you stand firm. I know your heart and 
have seen it beating as my own. 

. . . .  and everything to do with having been hurt in a shameful way . . . .  

Hurt, abandonment, and rebellion are not your call. 



. . .  and so this path out of the crevasse and toward healing for the pastor, the 

congregation, AND the angel goes through the heart of narcissism and narcissistic 

personality disorder. 

I doubt this era of the narcissistic self will pass any time soon as there is 
no evidence that the social structures that support it (bureaucracy in the 
workplace and consumerism in the marketplace2) are in any danger of 
collapse. Rather they are more entrenched than ever. Our religious 
institutions reflect these social trends, and are therefore less effective as a 
counterforce against the narcissism their leaders have been so quick to 
condemn. (Capps 1 993 : 36, 3 7) 

How do you go about establishing a system that does not have bureaucracy and 

consumerism at its heart even when that system is the church? How can a system be 

created that will offer the pastor, congregation, and angel opportunities for healing 
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wounded narcissistic structures (Siegel 1 996: 1 2 1 ,  1 1 7) rather than continuing to attempt 

to alleviate the pain by living into the wounds? 

I suppose you must begin at the beginning . . .  for pastor, congregation and angel . 

. . in infancy to understand the generation of such issues. 

Mirroring: 

The Great Narcissistic Wound of Infancy 

Every child has a legitimate need to be noticed, understood, taken 
seriously, and respected by his mother. In the first weeks and months of 
life he needs to have the mother at his disposal, must be able to avail 
himself of her and be mirrored by her. This is beautifully illustrated in 
one of Donald Winnicott's  images: the mother gazes at the baby in her 
arms, and the baby gazes at his mother's  face and finds himself therein . . .  
provided that the mother is really looking at the unique, small, helpless 

2 Our cultural context - the same places I was finding myself living. 



being and not projecting her own expectations, fears, and plans for the 
child. In that case, the child would find not himself in his mother' s face, 
but rather the mother' s  own projections. This child would remain without 
a mirror, and for the rest of his life would be seeking a mirror in vain. 
(Miller 1 997: 27). 

Key to understanding narcissism is understanding the crucial role of early 

childhood mirroring and the degree to which each of us was wounded in some way as a 

result of imperfect mirroring. Minimally, our new little congregation and the angel of 
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that congregation did not receive appropriate mirroring during its formative years for any 

number of reasons. However, it's with that backdrop that much of the hurt and 

abandonment it felt originated. 

The narcissistic personality - whether in the pastor, the congregation, the angel or 

all three - has an insatiable need for love, appreciation, and admiration from other 

people, an inability to develop relationships beyond what a person can "do" for them, and 

a complete revulsion for being known as a "loser" (the narcissist must always be a 

"winner"). It' s what makes Christ attempt to reinforce the positive work of the angel . . .  

reminding the angel of its beauty. 

As such, the modem pastor and congregation frequently attempt to gather as 

many people as possible to affirm who they are and to be seen as a "winner". This 

creates the modem church; huge numbers of people (even three hundred would be huge 

compared to how many people Jesus discipled) gathered around the pastor to profess 

their love and need for him/her. They transfer their need for approval and affirmation 

onto him/her and they pastor transferring his/her need for love and winning/losing onto 

them. 



notwithstanding the occasional illusions of omnipotence, the narcissist 
depends on others to validate his self esteem . . .  the world is a mirror 
(Lasch 1 99 1 :  1 0) .  

Capps even goes so far as to describe pastors as a group as "mirror hungry" 

(Capps 1 993 : 63) 

Pastors struggle, then, with the internal battle of desperately wanting to be 

recognized while feeling deep shots of shame; they believe they ought to be able to live 

above such needs of admiration and affirmation (Capps 1 993 : 6 1  ). Even in corporate 

America where it is common knowledge that people are motivated more by praise and 
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adulation (mirroring) than money, none will admit publicly that these needs exist - none 

will admit to being psychologically "needy". To do so is shameful. 

So, unsatisfied with the love and admiration he/she is getting, the pastor must then 

encourage their flock to evangelize in order to feed his/her hunger for love and fear of 

failure. The congregation can be eager to participate OR can become resistant and 

resentful as it struggles with its own narcissistic tendencies. Evangelism then serves the 

dual purpose of allowing the pastor and congregation to be seen as a "winner" - since 

anyone associated with a shrinking congregation would clearly be a "loser" which would 

be intolerable for that personality. 

The self-preservation anxiety felt in mainline denominations also comes into play 

here. Church planting and evangelism are seen as truly the only mechanisms for 

denominational survival; the total weight of which comes down on and around the new 

church start pastor so afraid of losing. 
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With evangelism come the ultimate testaments to the pastor as a "winner". First 

the building - the bigger the better - Freud would have a great time with that one ! 

Second is the survival and continued relevance of an entire institution. 

Is it possible that today's  pastoral model and congregational understanding is one 

that has evolved more out of our own disorder than biblical truth? Personally, I 'd  never 

foresee the forces that'd move me in this direction; forces I now attribute as much to my 

own psychological issues as any call from God3. 

Now, don't get me wrong. Evangelism is a hugely important biblical principle, 

but the motive for the evangelism is what I question. Is it so that the pastor will be seen 

as a "winner" or so that the evangelist might experience what Christ experienced 

(rejection and acceptance) as he went into the harvest fields? 

The problem for me, our angel and our congregation, is that, in the absence of 

growth, large congregational size, or monuments of success, there is no adequate mirror 

which can be debilitatingly shame generating. 

Such shame is often so painful, so self depleting, that we are likely to 
suppress our desire for mirroring, and resort instead to hopeless 
withdrawal . (Capps 1 993 : 64). 

This hurt, this shame, this wounding carried by the person or the organization has 

been termed the "underbelly of narcissism". This is probably why Capps insists . . .  "our 

age, like all previous ages, calls for a relevant theological response, and today that 

response needs to focus on shame" (Capps 1 993 : 72) as opposed to guilt. For Kohut, the 

narcissist becomes a victim to be held rather than a perpetrator to be set straight. The 

3 Though I ' m  prepared to consider psychology as a means through which the spirit of God may conduct his 
business of "calling". 



"guilty man" became the "tragic man" (Seigel 1 996: 1 1 7) attempting to live life in a 

creative and fulfilling way but with his consistent failures to do so overshadowing 

success. 

Although the Narcissist can function in the everyday world, and often 
charms other people, his devaluation of others, together with his lack of 
curiosity about them, impoverishes his personal life and reinforces the 
' subjective experience of emptiness' . . .  to be able to enjoy life in a 
process involving a growing identification with other people's happiness 
and achievements is tragically beyond the capacity of narcissistic 
personalities. (Lasch 1 99 1 :  40,4 1 )  

When the leadership o f  a movement i s  overly motivated by this insatiable need 

for love, appreciation, and admiration from other people (mirroring), and has as its 
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primary leader a person consumed with manipulation and monument building and all that 

entails, it will be highly prone to reflect manipulative, results-oriented behaviors. In the 

end, the results may very quickly be met at the cost of failing to develop sincerely 

transformative relationships. Worse, it will empower each narcissistically wounded 

person to continue living only into his or her woundedness. 

Such individuals, while possibly sad and empty inside, will likely be very 

productive and successful in much of what they attempt to accomplish, particularly in 

motivating a group of people to deliver substantial numeric results. However, the 

narcissist will have a harder time being a pastor in line with the great commission as 

Jesus lived it. Disciple making seemed to involve close relationships with small groups 

of people over long periods of time who had nothing to offer other than the possibility of 

succession. 
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Once the rush of the launch has turned to reality, the opportunity for real 

transformation (and relationships) begins and it' s  here that the launching pastor will 

likely tum the reins over to someone else. The reason being, I think, is that the spiritual 

and emotional defenses of the new church start pastor are usually too fortified to endure 

the reduction in affirmation, risk of failure, and increase in relational closeness once the 

"task" has been accomplished. It' s at this point that the relationships, if transformational, 

must extend beyond the project or the cause. It's at this point things will begin to get 

personal . 

This biblical era understanding of discipleship carries with it another one of the 

greatest fears of the modem pastor: being superseded. Being superseded carries the 

perceived potential for being publicly declared inferior. While it clearly was even 

exemplified by Christ himself, to the narcissistically wounded it can be the ultimate 

designation of failure. However, ideally, acceptance of our limits should change "The 

prospect of being superseded" from being "intolerable" to being beautiful ! But, because 

"men find themselves incapable of taking an interest in life after their own death", we 

struggle to mentor or give birth to anything that will not glorify us today (Lasch 1 99 1 : 

2 1 1 ). No wonder planting new churches creates such resistance: pastors in fear of being 

superseded. 

I have not found close relationships with small groups of people over long periods 

of time ingredients for high productivity in accomplishing any "cause" either. In fact, 

quite the opposite seems true. There is nothing that will slow your progress toward your 

goals more than actually caring about people or investing in them. If you care, you 

simply can't "use" them any longer to help you build your monument. To care means 



having to stop, even for a moment, to ask yourself what it is inside of YOU that has 

driven you to let things get this out of balance. 

The primary "result" of discipleship, if it can even be thought of as such, is the 

transformation of people who love God and love people. In short, the measurement of 

success rests in transformation of people who, as a matter of being, need to become 

principally relational (with God and each other) and prepared to carry on from their 

mentor. 
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This does create in the pastor a sense of constant warfare with his or her own self. 

You can neither fully leave "the cause" nor fully embrace an emerging pastoral theology I 

ecclesiology. You then face the world appearing to be a demon-possessed freak with a 

small band of followers who seem to be caught up in something they don't really 

understand either. Strangely, it' s  not just the world you find it difficult explaining 

yourself to, but the church as well. 

It seems that, once launched, the pastor would gain their bearings in leading this 

new form of church. However, quite the opposite appears true. While your love, 

passion, and understanding for what is evolving around you intensify so does the 

opportunity for additional attack, loss, and, above all, abandonment by those you've 

superseded and fear of abandonment by those who will supersede you. 

In the end the pastor is left with a tenuous choice: to lead their people into this 

acceptance and into the kingdom of God or back into the theologically inaccurate but 

momentarily gratifying cause of building a kingdom for God. So with much inner 

turmoil, I found myself designated the pastor, setting off to launch a church designed to 



be a ministry of presence, relationship, supersedence, and dependence with all cultural 

and personal forces driving me back to "the cause". 
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I suppose the fight, the tension, has made me bitter. I 'm bitter at the slow 

numeric growth rate of my own congregation that has chosen a different path - a path 

I 've already acknowledged evolved out of my own fear of being known to the world as a 

failure. I 'm  bitter about my insatiable need for such results and the debilitating effect not 

achieving them has on me (my self acknowledged shame cycle). I 'm bitter about how 

this brave group of people who've decided to follow along have had to constantly defend 

themselves and me against the onslaught of the looks and comments suggesting we've 

failed or we've picked some New Age ineffective ministry option. I 'm bitter at the way 

God has treated the people in this congregation who continue to work harder and harder 

at things that are more and more real with less and less hope they will ever be able to 

show people it's been a success all the while having more and more hunger to know it 

actually matters to God. 
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Chapter 6 

Failure, a Biblica1
4 

Reality 

My seminary experience championed the idea of the church as a community of 

people "on mission" . . .  that always adds some flash and glamour. Who wouldn' t  want 

to be "on mission" for God? With the theme song of "Mission Impossible" pounding in 

the background, the image of Tom Cruise scaling the face of a sheer rock mountain with 

nothing but his bare hands comes to mind. As he reaches the peak, he gets his mission, 

an impossible mission. Only you know that no mission would be impossible if you 

recruited talent like that. 

They say that past behavior is a predictor of future success. When I became a 

new church planter, I went through all kinds of tests to demonstrate I had shown myself 

capable in the past of doing similar things. For example, my experience in corporate 

America demonstrated my ability to start up new businesses and effectively lead a team 

toward a particular vision. If you have proven yourself capable of scaling unsealable 

rock cliffs, trusting yourself in almost blind leaps, hanging precariously by your 

fingertips, odds are, no mission is probably really impossible and failure need not even be 

considered an option. If only the average disciple were so competent. 

Here are the pictures we get of the disciples before they get their mission from 

Jesus: 

Matthew 26 

4 My emphasis here wil l  be on the voice of the author of Matthew. There is, however, much to be mined 
from all aspects of the Gospels. 
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69 Peter was sitting out in the courtyard, and a servant girl came to him. " You also were 
with Jesus of Galilee, " she said. 
70 But he denied it before them all. "I don 't know what you 're talking about, " he said. 
71 Then he went out to the gateway, where another girl saw him and said to the people 
there, " This fellow was with Jesus of Nazareth. " 
72 He denied it again, with an oath: "I don 't know the man! " 
73 After a little while, those standing there went up to Peter and said, "Surely you are one 
of them, for your accent gives you away. " 
74 He called down curses on himself and swore to them, "! don 't know the man! " 
Immediately a rooster crowed 75 and Peter remembered what Jesus had said: "Before the 
rooster crows, you will disown me three times. " And he went outside and wept bitterly. 

Matthew 27 
3 When Judas, who had betrayed him, saw that Jesus was condemned, he was seized with 
remorse and returned the thirty silver coins to the chief priests and the elders. 4 "! have 
sinned, " he said, ''for I have betrayed innocent blood. " 
" What is that to us? " they replied. " That 's your responsibility. " 

5 So Judas threw the money into the temple, left, and went away and hanged himself 

Peter and Judas, back to back. Judas has always been the "bad guy" disciple . . .  

but here' s  Peter standing right beside him . . .  literally in the text and figuratively in 

failure. 

The bible portrays the original disciples as human in all humanity means . . .  

sometimes worse than others. These passages highlight the worst moments of two of 

them, arguably the two most famous of them. Both failed at critical points in their 

allegiance to their Savior and Creator. In the end, they all deserted him (Matthew 26:56). 

And we're left tasting this failure in our mouths like a swig of sour milk as the chapter 

closes on their significance and their work - perhaps the perfect sour taste to carry into 

the death of Jesus. 

Now, if past behavior is a predictor of future success, you don't give folks like 

this much of a mission . . .  yet here they are (shy Judas) on the mountain with the Son of 

God. What if Judas had not killed himself . . .  would he be standing among them on the 
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mountain getting instructions along with Peter? I wonder if Peter considered suicide over 

against seeing Jesus again after what he had done. Perhaps he remembered what Jesus 

had said when they were first sent out in mission back in Chapter 1 0  . . .  

Matthew 10 
33 . . . whoever disowns me before men, I will disown him before my Father in heaven. 

. . .  and wondered if it would be better to simply call it a day . . .  a week . . .  a life. What 

sort of a mission can you launch on the backs of such men? 

It' s been argued that such men were chosen so it would be clear Jesus accepted all 

types of losers to his mission. This reasoning reminds me of A YSO's motto: everyone 

plays. Which, is great being inclusive and all, but since the salvation of the world is at 

stake, you'd think such a mission would at least want to access the top 1/3 of the 

population. Leading to option #2 : The mission was not the responsibility of humans at 

all, but of God. This reasoning sounds great, but then why include humans at all? Both 

arguments may very well be true in part, but possibly incomplete. 

It seems the mission of God will ultimately land humans at this place with Peter 

and Judas: weeping bitterly at their inability to follow Christ in mission. Human beings 

weeping bitterly at the way they've fallen short of what their savior has asked . . .  simply 

to be acknowledged. Human beings weeping bitterly at the way doubt has overtaken 

worship despite their best attempts at worship and belief. Is it possible that arriving at 

this place of weeping bitterly is actually the mission of God? Is this the point of human 

salvation? God is responsible, humans are a part. 
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I wonder if Judas made it into heaven. I wonder if, at the very end, he was able to 

grab hold of enough of who Jesus was to "qualify" . . .  or did he simply go too far? What 

about Peter? Did he ever repent or did he just weep bitterly . . .  did he spend the rest of 

his ministry on earth desperately trying to earn back that horrible night? Did he spend the 

remainder of his life launching churches to assuage his guilt? 

Matthew never answers; he' s  remarkably and painfully silent. He never tells us 

not to worry, that everyone was fine, but leaves us with no answers. Matthew leaves us 

only with a desperate hope in the ultimate forgiving, reconciling, healing, redeeming 

grace of God in Christ despite the most horrible acts of abandonment that are heaped 

upon him . . .  Matthew just leaves us with a picture of being called to mission despite our 

past behavior. Where is the test for new church development that searches the heart of 

the pastor for experiences of redemption? 

It' s here we recall that this mission (the way) is not a way of experts; it is a way 

of children. It has not been entrusted to leaders or professors or people having certain 

credentials, but to the "least of these", to children, to students I disciples. Disciples are 

doing the discipling, not teachers. So the process of transformation into the image of 

Christ begins with the transformation into his children following him in mission. 

I know your deeds, you think I don 't, but I do . . .  but I have this against 
you . . .  

Peter' s  own demonstration of success and failure rages on along paths similar to 

that of the angel of Within Reach Ministries. 



Matthew 1 6  

1 3  When Jesus came to the region ofCaesarea Philippi, he asked his disciples, 
" Who do people say [I am]? " 
14 "Some say John the Baptist; others say Elijah; and others, Jeremiah or one of 
the prophets. " 
15 "But what about you? " he asked. " Who do you say I am? " 
16 Simon Peter answered, " You are the Christ, the Son of the living God. " 
1 7  Jesus replied, "Blessed are you, Simon, for this was not revealed to you by man, 
but by my Father in heaven. 18 And I tell you that you are Peter, and on this rock I 
will build my church, and the gates of [Hell} will not overcome it. 

The greatest "church" founding passage in the entire Bible is found in Matthew; 

he's  the only Gospel writer to use the word. It's a big day for Peter - he just got named 
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"the Rock"- the foundation of this new thing called "the church". Peter was going to be 

the foundation of all Jesus was going to do - and Hell would not overcome it. And it all 

began with an act of worship - acknowledging Jesus for who he is despite what it looked 

like (Moses, Elijah, a prophet). 

21 From that time on Jesus began to explain to his disciples that he must go to 
Jerusalem and suffer many things at the hands of the elders, chief priests and 
teachers of the law, and that he must be killed and on the third day be raised to 
life. 
22 Peter took him aside and began to rebuke him. "Never, Lord, this shall never 
happen to you! " 

As predicted, doubt follows closely behind worship - the inabil ity to recognize 

the truth of Jesus even when Jesus himself is describing it. 

23 Jesus turned and said to Peter, "Get behind me, Satan! You are a stumbling 
block to me; you do not have in mind the things of God, but the things of men. " 
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Satan?! Peter' s  "the Rock"! How does Jesus intend to build his church upon 

Satan?! How did Peter get from "the rock" to the "stumbling block" in five verses? ! 

How did he go from the foundation of al l the Son of God would be doing in the world to 

the antichrist in five little verses?!  

Stumbling block comes from the Greek word scandalon from which we get our 

word "scandal" - funny how closely linked "scandal" and "church" are in our 

vocabulary. While it seems unlikely Jesus would have been happy about that, I 'm not 

sure it would come as much of a surprise to Matthew. Matthew's  Gospel is the only 

Gospel using these words and in both cases they are found side by side and hand in hand. 

Here' s  the worst fear of a Christian: having Jesus look into your soul and say 

"What the hell are you doing? Do you have ANY idea who I am? Do you think I need 

your protection? Do you think you're helping me? Not only are you NOT helping me, 

but you are a stumbling block to me. Not only are you NOT helping me, but you are 

preventing me from doing what I need to do !"  

I wake up some mornings scared out of  my mind that I 'm not helping, but hurting 

the cause of Christ in my inability to acknowledge him. I wake up scared out of my mind 

that I have no idea what I 'm doing as a minister and that I may very well be leading 

people onto a path in direct opposition to the Son of God - no - that I AM, at times, 

leading people on such a path. Some mornings I wake up and I hear a voice in my head 

saying "What the hell are you doing?! Do you actually think you're helping me?" 

But I also hear a voice saying "On this rock, I will build my church". This is not 

something I choose - this is God 's choice, God's  commitment, and God's  mission. God 

can do it any way he wants to and this is his choice. I 'm not sure I could get out of it if I 
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wanted to . I don't think Peter could get out and I ' ll bet, at this moment, he wanted to ! !  

But, from the beginning, it seems, this church is being built on a rock wavering between 

worship and doubt - acknowledgement and denial. 

This, it seems is the life of the disciple: a constant tension between worship and 

doubt, belief and unbelief, knowledge and ignorance, heaven and hell .  The life of the 

church has forever stood in the tension between declaring Jesus to be the Christ, and 

standing defiantly between him and his mission. THIS is the church; THIS is 

discipleship; THIS is the nature of the people Christ has chosen to represent him. 

So why? Why build the church on something so remarkably inconsistent and 

inadequate? Why build the church on the very thing that will be the stumbling block? 

Why would you build your church on the thing that only has its own interest in mind and 

not the interests of the one it' s  supposed to be serving? 

Perhaps because the mission of God is not to protect himself from scandal or even 

to build a "church", but to save people from their sins (Matthew 1 :2 1 ), reversing the 

separating effects of sin (Gen 3), and reconciling the world and humanity to himself and 

one another through the church. As such, I can only conclude that building this church 

on this trembling foundation of worship and doubt is part of our own salvation and the 

salvation of the world, whether we like it or not. 

Ironically, Capps points out "for a theology of shame, the challenge is to live with 

failure. This is a challenge most deeply felt among those whose lives are outwardly 

successful" (Capps 1 993 : 98) . . . .  as the Gallup poll might suggest of those who would 

be effective church planters. 



A theology of shame will not focus on a quality that marked Christ's 
radical difference from us - his guiltlessness - but on an experience he 
shared with us: the sense of failure, the dejection of defeat, and the 
realization that one cannot remedy the failure (Capps 1 993 : 99) . 

. . . . and failure is exactly what we were facing. 
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Chapter 7 

The Edge of Failure 

Lasch quoting work done by Maccoby depicts the new corporate executive in 

terms identical to those which could be used for new church start pastors : 

a person who seeks to experience . . .  'the exhilaration of running his team 
and gaining victories' .  He wants to 'be known as a winner, and his 
deepest fear is to be labeled a loser' . . .  in all his personal relations, the 
gamesman depends on the admiration or fear he inspires in others to 
certify his credentials as 'winner' (Lasch 1 99 1 :  44, 45) . . . He advances 
through corporate ranks not by serving the organization but by convincing 
his associates that he possesses the attributes of a 'winner' (Lasch 1 99 1 :  
6 1 ) . 

During the rush of the first couple years of launching, relationships are based 

almost entirely on either "what can you do for me" or "what can you add to us" making 

most pastoral relationships up to that point instrumental in nature. It' s set up such that 

the young executive can experience the exhilaration of running a team to victory and is 

built largely on the admiration or fear the executive is able to engender in the launch 

team. 

In the beginning, while the process is task oriented and measurable, the fear of 
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failure and disappointment wil l  drive the new church start pastor to succeed at all costs in 

very much the same way the young business executive is pushed. An initial question that 

should face new church start pastors is "how has our narcissistic wounding brought us to 

this place" and how will its transformation in us make us agents of transformation in 

others? However, that question, if ever even considered, is quickly lost in the dilemmas 
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of  measuring and achieving "results". The question before the pastor i s  "how will you 

rally and structure a people to grow the kingdom of God". The idea of standing before 

our classis and announcing one of our greatest achievements being my personal 

conversion and transformation is laughable without other growth data to show that even 

that is of productive value. 

Fear of not meeting the projections can be overwhelming as it quickly translates 

into yet another revelation of the personal shame each of us narcissistically wounded 

pastors carries. Falling short shows the world that we, quite simply, have failed and, 

more relevantly, are failures. Protecting our impotence from being on display for the 

world is our primary concern even though we worship a savior who died impotent. This 

fear will then be transferred to our fledgling congregations; it is manipulated by the 

unspoken threat of withholding nourishing pieces of approval, whipping the early launch 

team (cravers) into a mad push of productivity. 

Manipulating the fear of failure in themselves and their launch teams becomes 

critical to motivating new church start organizations. This is done through feeding their 

drive and sense of worth in ways similar for business executives in corporate America. 

What happens is the phallic and manipulative personality types combine to lead those 

with craving narcissistic traits into disaster (see Capps 1 993 : 20-24 for descriptions). 

Capps describes the "phallic" personality as one that "seeks the other's admiration, 

exploiting the other' s own narcissistic cravings . . .  the phallic personality exploits the 

other' s  need to idealize another" (Capps 1 993 : 27). 

Most new church start pastors will pound away tirelessly on themselves and their 

people to ensure failure never happens to them. The personality testing requirements for 
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new church start pastors ensures candidates will and HA VE responded "properly" in the 

past to the application and removal of approval stimuli. New church start pastors have 

proven themselves effective at motivating people to productivity in order to attain 

success. 

It is a prevalent attitude of pastors toward congregations [to see them not as a 
resource to be cared for but as loot], and one that I have held more often than I 
like to admit. When I take up that attitude, I see the congregation as raw material 
to manufacture into an evangelism program, or mission outreach, or a Christian 
Education learning center. Before I know it, I 'm  pushing and pulling, cajoling 
and seducing, persuading and selling (Peterson, 1 32). 

I woke up to this reality one evening after worship rehearsal . I stood in the 

parking lot of our worship building with one of our worship leaders. She was describing 

to me how frazzled she was from attempting to put her sermon together for the following 

week. Because of her own narcissistic wounding, she's the new church start member 

every pastor hopes comes their way from the beginning: effective, gifted, productive, 

easily motivated by guilt and willing to be pumped dry for a little affirmation from the 

right person. 

I 've become aware that these manipulative drives are a fundamental part of my 

own narcissistic personality disorder. 

The manipulator perceives that another's goals conflict with his own, he 
intends to influence the other person and employs deception in the 
influencing process . . .  This is a conscious, not unconscious, process . . .  
is carefully planned and executed, often by first eliciting the other person's  
trust and then exploiting this trust. (Capps, 23)  
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Suddenly I realized I had become the pastor I never wanted to be. Here was a 

wonderfully talented human being whom I was pumping for everything she was worth in 

order to help me build this monument not to her, or even her God, but to myself. My 

monument needed female preachers, a powerful worship service, pastors for impact 

congregations, and something for the kids to do while the adults were doing "important" 

stuff. She was wil ling to do it all if I just reminded her she was great. 

The next day I sat in my office at Burger King, in shock and horror at what I ' d  

become (shame). Miller would identify this as a "self-reproach" that forms a continuous 

thread in the life of the narcissistically wounded. I 'm sure it is a place many pastors 

frequently find themselves - still afraid to fail. 

Spring '06 

After two or three weeks of celebrative gathering in our new sanctuary, 
attendance began to decline . . .  I learned to my dismay that nothing at all 
was wrong it was just that there was nothing to do. I was advised by my 
denominational supervisors to start new projects immediately - recapture 
the people's  enthusiasm with something "they could get their hands on". I 
respectfully declined their counsel, for I had suddenly awakened to the 
fact that what we can get our hands on is idols. (Peterson 1 992: 83) 

The ministry had just turned six years old and was on the edge of failure. We had 

done everything in our power to bring life to this fledgling idea for six years and things 

seemed to be slipping between our fingers. The question, then, is what do you do now? 

What do you do when all your hopes, expectations and dreams are screeching to a halt? 

Was what we were doing relevant to a world being redeemed by God, or was it simply 
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folly? Were we part o f  a group of congregations really interested in our success or were 

they all competitively hoping for our failure? 

Salaries had been cut in half so we could keep the doors open. Attendance 

continued to dwindle despite commitment and labor and a remarkably powerful worship 

experience. Giving fluctuated wildly, generating even more uncertainty in our souls. 

Where was the God who was so certainly supposed to have been blessing our endeavor? 

We desperately attempted to find that missing thing - that missing program or person or 

project that would bring that gleam in our parents' eye we were after. What would get 

God to once again tum his face toward us? We were digging deeply into our bag of old 

tricks to extricate ourselves from the tension we were experiencing. 

Strangely, in our inability to grow, it wasn't just the "church" who had abandoned 

us, but it was also the lost and broken we'd so expected to attract to this vision of grace 

and hope. "What is wrong with us", we asked ourselves, "that no one finds us 

attractive"? We were full of hurt, rejection, and abandonment. So we tried even harder --

as our sense of shame grew. 



Chapter 8 

Shame: The Underbelly of Narcissism 

You preach freedom from the lies of this world yet you carry such shame 
and see yourself with disgust and failure. 

Capps describes shame as the experience of a self deficiency (Capps 1 993 : 72) 
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and, quoting Lynd, says it "involves self-exposure, a sense of having been stripped bare, 

the sense that one has been rendered naked, exposed to the critical gaze of those who 

happen to be present" (Capps 1 993 : 7 5).  

Kaufman defines shame as feeling "seen in a painfully diminished sense . . .  

contained in the experience of shame is the piercing awareness of ourselves as 

fundamentally deficient in some vital way as a human being" (Kaufman 1 992 : 8,9 -

italics mine - connotes survival mentioned above). "The root of shame lies in sudden 

unexpected exposure. We stand revealed as lesser, painfully diminished in our own eyes 

and the eyes of others as well" (Kaufman 1 992: 1 2). This is where the angel of Within 

Reach Ministries found itself . . .  alone, ashamed, and abandoned . . .  and it was living 

into that self-understanding. 

"Shame confronts us with a profound sense of isolation from others, with our 

aloneness in the world" (Capps 1 993 : 8 1 ). This is demonstrated most distinctly in the 

bible's account of the effects of the original introduction of shame into humanity in 

Genesis 3 .  Here you see it becoming the primary wedge between life and death as it 

separated our relationships with one another and between ourselves and God (Capps 

1 993 : 83) .  Shame entered that day, hand in hand with fear, and God's  declaration of 
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"you will surely die" took on new meaning and the struggle for self-survival from its 

effects began. 

"Shame is as central to the human experience as anxiety or suffering, yet is far 

more elusive in nature" (Kaufman 1 992: 7). Shame is experiencing yourself as 

"inherently, ontologically flawed in the core of [your] being . . .  one feels guilt for 

making a mistake. Shame is a felt sense of being a mistake". This is death. This is our 

Genesis 3 inheritance. Capps calls it "shame as tragic estrangement" (Capps 1 993 : 80), 

as we not only feel shame of ourselves, but shame of others and then feel shame for being 

ashamed. This is the deep tragedy of shame, a tragedy all the more sad and haunting 

because it is so ordinary and common5 (Capps 1 993 :  80). 

The shame effect continues as a central theme throughout scripture. Its 

introduction in Genesis 3 as the primary wedge between life and death makes it a central 

element in understanding the rest of God's saving interaction with creation thereafter as 

the story begins and ends with him moving throughout the earth crying "where are you?". 

Hurt, abandonment, and rebellion are not your call. Return to your call -
you know it well - I am there waiting for you. Return to your call and you 
will be returning to me. Return to me and you will find again your call. 
Become who you are knowing you are fearfully and wonderfully made. 
Find yourself again in my right hand - where you have always been - and 
finish what has been started. 

The battle comes as we seek to minister out of and back into this tragic context. 

If we are attentive we hear shame in our parishioners' anguish over loss of 
jobs, loss of relationships, failures in child rearing, addictions of all kinds, 
the aging process, even illness . . .  can we provide the sense of 'deep 

5 I also like the words "pervasive" and "contagious". 



calling to deep' that people need in times when they want their shame to 
be heard even as they couch it in expressions of rage, contempt, 
depression, or righteousness? This depends in no small part on the 
honesty with which we ourselves confront our own demons, our own 
shame issues. (McNish 2004: 83 - emphasis mine) 

This work must lead to a church (ecclesiology) that functions in ways that 
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mutually support, encourage, and empower the transformation (redemption) of shame and 

shame experiences instead of contributing to or avoiding them. Rebuilding narcissistic 

structures (Siegel 1 996 : 1 2 1 ,  1 1 7) will make us a people increasingly capable of loving 

the Lord our God with all our heart, mind, soul and strength and loving our neighbor as 

ourselves by dealing with the self-hatred and contempt that has us hiding from both our 

neighbor and God. 

This, ultimately, was the message of Christ to the angel of the congregation of 

Within Reach Ministries as it was told to "become who you are . . .  return to your call" 

leading it out of shame and into growth. 

Shame as the Catalyst to Spiritual Growth 

In all its pitfalls and ugliness, it is important to acknowledge, as McNish 

theorizes, shame can be the catalyst to spiritual growth - especially with an adequate 

theology of redemption. 

Having expended a considerable amount of space expounding upon the 
horrors of shame, it is nevertheless a fact that much good can come of it. 
A great deal of powerful religious experience originates and emerges from 
the awful muck and mire of shame. If we stand honestly in the godless 
vortex of shame, with as little resort as possible to shame defenses, we can 
emerge as more authentic, more creative, more compassionate, more 



mature, and better integrated. This is the growth that comes from grace. 
This is the very essence of religious transformation. Standing 
courageously in the shame vortex - allowing ourselves to admit feeling 
small, inadequate, finite, and human - eventually leads to awe and a 
deeper connection with the one who is God, in whom we find our true 
home. (McNish 2004 : 4 1 )  
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It seems this might be the point where the angel of Within Reach Ministries could 

truly excel - as one who's been confronted with and healed of its own shame, it can be a 

catalyst to such healing in a community of people as it has been a catalyst to healing in 

our congregation. 

McNish notes that "people who are able to transform profound shame experiences 

make the most profound religious contributions of all" (McNish 2004 : 1 79) - Christ being 

her ultimate example and demonstration of this truth. As we consider living into this 

reality, he becomes our pattern. 

Dietrich Bonhoeffer, writing from prison shortly before his own execution 
[emphasis mine - emphasizing his own "smallness"], states it this way . 
"God lets himself be pushed out of the world onto the cross. He is weak 
and powerless in the world, and that is precisely the way, the only way, he 
is with us and helps us. Matthew 8 :  1 7  makes it quite clear that Christ 
helps us, not by virtue of his omnipotence, but by virtue of his weakness 
and suffering . . .  " 

The Jesus of the Gospel narratives accomplishes great deeds of healing 
and power; he teaches and ministers from a profoundly powerful place . . .  
but the Jesus of the Gospel narratives, when stripped of his Sunday School 
gloss, also suffered isolation, loneliness, anguish, and shame. His own 
triumphant struggle with these feelings, accomplished through constant 
prayer and brutal honesty, allowed their transformation in himself, and 
gave him the ability to be a channel of transformation of shame in others . 

. . . we can only do this to the extent we are willing and able to let go of 
shame defenses that avert our gazes from the fact and sources of our 
shame. Can we stop blaming others, transferring our shame to others, 



assuming postures of righteousness, acting out in rage, withdrawal, and 
just giving up? (McNish 2004 : 1 72). 
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The bookends of McNish's  argument (chapters 2 and 8) are filled with examples 

of how Christ lived to give us a view of what "humanity" really looks like living in a 

culture of shame. His life, in birth and in death, is bookended by the greatest examples of 

shame-inducing experiences offered in his shame based culture. This example, it 

appears, Christ offered so that we might see the transformative power of shame both for 

its bearer and for those whom the "transformed" person interacts. It is for these reasons, 

transformation and redemption that Christ made the "choice" to join us (or should I say 

lead us?) into this "godless vortex". 

Finally tired of initiating change through direct assault6, surprised by my own 

failure, surprised by our apparent inability to be relevant to a group of humanity large 

enough to financially sustain the ministry, surprised by our apparently crippling inability 

to depart from our desire to be productive, we gathered at the edge of failure with Peter 

and Judas to weep, asking Christ to speak to the angel of our congregation. What were 

we doing wrong? How were we to proceed in our "failure"? Christ would ultimately ask 

nothing of the angel he did not do himself - Christ has, in effect, challenged the angel to 

be transformed into the image of Christ. 

6 Wink says th is regarding change by direct assault: "the very attempt may in fact be quite egocentric, born 
ofthe need to see ourselves as 'successful '  clergy or 'committed' laity" (Wink, 8 1 ). 
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Chapter 9 

The Angel of Within Reach Ministries 

The idea of listening to Christ address the angel of our congregation seemed odd 

to us as well .  It all seemed unnervingly difficult to believe . . .  why not just do some 

more advertising or print more door hangers? Perhaps we needed to pick better worship 

songs or change the location of our meeting place (this was not the reason we ultimately 

bought a building and moved). All these things seemed like they would have been easier 

to accomplish and trust. It was May 2006 and time to do something other than putting 

the shoulder to the grindstone. 

Since my first encounter with Revelation, I 'd  been attracted to how Christ 

attempted to confront congregational behavior by addressing the ANGEL of each 

congregation. This struck me as fascinating, I 'm sure, because I ' ve completely 

materialized the church. It seemed to me that if you wanted to effect change in a church 

you'd just tell the church what to do. However, Christ moves through indirect channels 

to effect change in the church. As I 've already mentioned, he speaks to the angel, but 

doesn't even speak directly to the angel, but materializes that through John and the 

congregation. Christ tells John what to tell the angel of a congregation about the 

behavior of that congregation. Yet, he has the letter to the angel delivered to the 

congregation. 

Only 'the one like the one like the son of a human being' is able to change 
a church, and that one does so by means of indirection: by changing the 
angel of the church. (Wink 1 986: 8 1  ). 
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Material vs Spiritual 

Concepts outside the material realm have always been a struggle for me, as is true 

for many of us in our materialistic culture. Even psychotherapy can be a stretch for me to 

grasp. It's always seemed odd to me that early life experiences could actually "dictate" 

responses and behaviors from some powerful subconscious place. It was an even greater 

stretch for me to accept and process the power of the spiritual realm that Christ, through 

John, was attempting to address as he dealt with the behaviors and reactions of the 

congregations. 

However, a quick biblical survey demonstrates a fundamental belief of the 

spiritual realm in the early church - perhaps taken as much for granted in their context as 

DNA is in ours. Even though our secular world has come to understand and trust how 

DNA and our psychological development affect the behavior of individuals - believing in 

things we can't "see" - engaging in this spiritual realm remains a challenge. It must, 

however, be done if we are going to respect the vast biblical account of the nature of the 

universe, including the angel created at the intersection of individual congregations and 

God. 

As one moves toward launching a new congregation, these themes repeatedly 

surface under the guise of this fairly materialistic subject: congregational DNA. The 

concept describes how early decisions and events in the life of a new congregation 

become imbedded as DNA in the new church. 

For example, if a congregation intends to be multi-cultural, that choice must be 

made at the very beginning - set into the DNA of the new organism. If being 
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multicultural is placed into the DNA, future decisions will be propagated out of that DNA 

much like people with blond hair in their genetic makeup will propagate people with 

blond hair. 

The analogy, however, must extend beyond how genetic material from our 

parents (DNA) affects a child's characteristics to incorporate the powerful formative 

effect of early childhood experiences. It is as a result of the combined effect of genetics 

and experience that a child might later enter psychotherapy in order to address how these 

factors affect (dictate) their reactions and behaviors in certain circumstances. It's the 

concept of genetics plus environment making a child who he or she is. 

With the ministry turning six years old (something of an adolescent in "church 

years") and standing at the edge of failure, it seemed time to discern how those early 

decisions and experiences had affected who we were and how we functioned - something 

of congregational psychotherapy, I suppose. However, it was important to not entirely 

materialize (Wink 1 986: 73) these phenomena in words such as "DNA" and "psyche'', as 

can happen in our materialistic culture. 

So, as with honest psychotherapy, our task was to look at our family of origin, our 

early life experiences, and our genetic makeup to understand how we were approaching 

the world and why we were making the decisions we were making. It was to take an 

honest look at who we were and I or who we'd become and how we got here. It' s 

important to note that, while there are analogies between the individual psychology I 

genetic makeup of an individual and the collective genius 7 of the angel, these analogies 

7 A term coined while employing congregational narrative work in discerning the angel of a congregation 
by Hopewell - James Hopewel l  (Congregation: Stories and Structures - Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 
1 987). 



remain imprecise. It was our primary task to listen to Christ address the angel of our 

congregation. 

Naming the Angel of Within Reach Ministries 
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In January 2006, the beginning of our sixth year together and just before the 

beginning of our collapse, I offered the elder board my 2005 year end review. In that 

review, I presented several slides of what we had done and what we had not - even going 

so far as to offer some clarity on how we had, perhaps, landed at a somewhat different 

point in the ministry than we had intended. Maybe we even looked different than we 

thought we would look when we were born - for example, our shift from community 

outreach to leadership development. 

I was careful in the course of that discussion not to suggest any one thing was 

good or any one thing was bad or that there was anything in particular we had to change. 

It was, for me, simply a matter of calling attention to who we said we were going to be 

and pointing out some actualities of who we were. Wink describes this part of the 

process "naming what is actually there" (Wink 1 986: 73 ). I thought if we made any 

decision regarding our future - even a decision to do nothing - that decision should be 

based on an adequate portrait of who we actually were set over against who we thought 

we'd be. 

The reaction I received from the congregational leadership as I went through these 

slides surprised me. It was intended to simply be mechanical information - statements of 



fact. The response was not entirely cognitive by any stretch, but rather emotional. The 

process created substantial anxiety, defensiveness, and defeat. 

Unbeknownst to me, I had begun the process of "naming" our congregation 

(subsequently the angel of the congregation) . . .  

This [changing the angel of a congregation] requires discerning the 
lineaments and characteristics of a church's angel. It means holding its 
present reality up before the one who is present in its midst for judgment 
or affirmation. It involves accepting and loving its present reality, 
however corrupt, just as one would any other sinner. Churches are like 
people: they do not change in order that they might be accepted; they must 
be accepted in order that they might change (Wink 1 986: 8 1  ) .  

The emotional response of the angel of our congregation to being investigated 

might be similar to what an alcoholic might experience who was suddenly able to name 

his or her condition. It' s  not that the alcoholic actually has to DO anything about it if 
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they chooses not to, but the naming process is both the hardest part of the process and the 

most crucial to living beyond the condition. 

Naming and acknowledging brings about substantial resistance for many reasons 

of self preservation. If alcoholics are to admit their condition, they may have to seek 

forgiveness for people they have hurt. There may have to be acknowledgement of how 

they have been hurt by people they deeply love and trust. They may have to 

acknowledge an "ugly little secret" about themselves that they hoped would remain 

hidden. They may also have to find the root cause of the alcoholism. 

The same is true of the angel of the congregation. If it is able to go unnamed, it 

can continue to operate unrestrained from a position of power over the life of the 

congregation. However, once they (angels) are named or "unmasked, revealed in their 



true nature, they [lose] their mighty grip on men" (Yoder 1 977:  39). That's  the 

magnitude of the power and authority the psyche has over the human body and it's the 

magnitude of the power and authority the angel has over the congregation. This is why 

the angel of a congregation must be named. 

Methodology of Discernment 
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The process initiated at this board meeting was not easy. Beginning in April 

2006, a group of our congregational leadership began to meet to discern the voice of 

Christ speaking to the angel of Within Reach Ministries. It was foundationally important 

to gather a group of voices so that the influences of my own issues and therapeutic 

process were minimized. In fact, I attempted as much as possible to eliminate my own 

projections by remaining silent at numerous points in order to foster communal 

discernment. 

The idea of hearing this message from the Lord presented issues pertaining to the 

very existence of angels at al l, the nature of their being (created, fallen) and spatial 

location, their hierarchical "position" in relation to humanity and God in the order of 

things and the nature of their vocation. All things found in bits and pieces throughout 

scripture, but never in their entirety. This required a fairly extensive biblical study of 

Revelation 1 and 2 as well as other key texts. 

On completing a biblical survey of these issues we formulated some general 

guidelines for proceeding including the use of the following definition of "angel" found 

in Wink: 



The angel is not something separate from the congregation, but must 
somehow represent it as a totality. Through the angel, the community 
seems to step forth as a single col lective entity or Gestalt. But the fact that 
the angel is actually addressed suggests that it is more than a mere 
personification of the church, but the actual spirituality of the 
congregation as a single entity (Wink 1 986: 70, italics mine). 
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Given this definition, Wink continues to point out some important parameters of 

the angel .  

1 .  the angel would have no separate existence apart from the people 

2. the people have no unity apart from the angel 

3 .  the people incarnate the angelic spirit 

4. the angel distil ls the invisible essence of their totality as a group 

5 .  the angel and congregation come into being together and pass out of  existence 

together - the one cannot exist without the other 

Our first task was to begin to paw through memories and moments from our past 

to hear how they may have formed us for our journey. As we did this, something seemed 

to float to the top. The overwhelming weight of issues and memories had to do with 

individual and communal experiences of rebellion (a frequent occurrence in new church 

development) that seemed to find its root in abandonment and the sense of ugliness we 

felt toward ourselves. 

Specifical ly our rebellion seemed aimed against anything institutionally "church" 

and the abandonment was experienced from our home congregations and denominational 

structures who seemed unable to celebrate or contribute in the launch of the ministry in a 

way we had hoped - probably due in no small part to the rebell ious spirit in which we 

were approaching the launch itself. 
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Most of us had substantial ties with our home congregations and felt a tremendous 

sense of rejection and abandonment at the way our departure was handled. Looking 

back, I can also see how the action of launching this ministry was experienced with a 

sense of loss and rejection by those home congregations themselves and the feeling of 

abandonment they must surely have faced in the process. I 've since penned the following 

letter to the senior pastor regarding that process . . . .  

Well, it' s  been almost 7 years of failure and success (never can quite tell 
which is which yet) and I find myself surprised at how right you were at 
so many levels. 

Maybe like every teenager does, I ' ve been looking back over the past 7 
years and find myself appreciating you more than ever - the hard choices, 
the mixed thoughts and feelings, and the way things are not always as they 
appear even though everyone else looking at things seems to know 
EXACTLY what they' d  do in your position! !  

It' s  a hard job at so many levels - and we are so imperfect - boy have I 
learned that as I 've looked back at my own motives, drives, fears and 
ambitions. 

I 'm sorry for the things I did that contributed to any difficulty in your life 
and ministry or any way I made you feel small or stupid or whatever else a 
teenager does to their parent. I regret those things and how I may have 
contributed to any suffering you've experienced over the years. I 'm sorry 
I expected such perfection from you - perfection I will certainly never 
deliver to my own congregation - I pray they show me more patience than 
I showed you - I pray they offer me the benefit of the doubt that I didn't 
offer you. 

I 'm glad you're still around so I can share those things with you. 

I am truly sorry. You have taught me much. Thank you for that. 

Rick 
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These were the issues that were most directly confronted by the Lord Jesus as he 

spoke to the angel of our congregation. 

Hurt, abandonment, and rebellion are not your call. Return to your call -
you know it well - I am there waiting for you. 

We began to see how many of our basic daily activities had erupted out of some 

sense of abandonment and rebellion against the home congregations, the denomination, 

or anything that was particularly "church". It seems people coming in contact with us 

may have experienced our angel as very welcoming, forgiving, and gracious toward 

sinners, but certainly also may have experienced our angel as being very hurt and, 

potentially, dysfunctional. It might be similar to how one might experience an angry 

teenage child unable to express psycho-emotional issues. Was this the root of our 

"failure" and inability to reach the community? Were our "issues" really that obvious to 

the world? 

Ironically, I 've heard it said that you become what you rebel against - by 2006 

you could see the beginnings of that occurring within our ministry context as well .  We 

were becoming stressed out about numbers and quantities; we were worried about 

budgets and growth and progress as we attempted to prove ourselves to those we feared 

had abandoned us. We were worried about making a name for ourselves. Maybe every 

congregation is and to some extent should be worried about such things, but we were 

feeling the absence of those things was a reflection of our self-worth. 

This broken sense of self-worth from the absence of numeric results is what we 

seemed to be projecting to the greater churched and unchurched communities. It may 
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also be why we were so quick to declare ourselves to have "failed" in this mission (even 

though we had NOT failed because numbers were never the mission). We may have 

even thought our failure had been predetermined in a sense and maybe even hoped for by 

our parenting organizations - they anticipated and hoped for our numeric demise. 

Regardless, we'd taken ownership of that as our identity. 

All the participants in the discernment process wrote their own letter as they heard 

them coming from Christ. They variously complained that they were projecting their 

own issues onto the angel and found the process somewhat tainted. I encouraged them to 

press on. I then played the role of editor, weaving the individual letters into one 

reflective whole. That letter was sent back to the group for further discernment, 

refinement and ultimate approval before it was delivered to the congregation. 

Consistent with the pattern found in Revelation, our letter was delivered to the 

congregation via our board of elders. We "did" nothing with it, though it repeatedly 

found itself coming up in subsequent elder board and leadership training meetings. We 

were uncertain what would or should happen from there as Revelation is si lent and we 

were still looking for something to DO! [t was our hope the angel of Within Reach 

would hear and respond to the words of Christ. But, as with any created being with its 

own will, it didn't have to . It could choose to remain disobedient and find itself in 

continued judgment. 

So it seemed our high call ing was marred with dysfunction from birth. Can a new 

church really be born out of dysfunction as much as out of love, caring, and call? Why 

would we expect it to be any different? Every human being born to sinful parents in the 

sinful environment of a sinful world is certainly born at least partly into dysfunction. 
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Perhaps the greater surprise is that it surprised us ! At any rate, there is no use pretending 

it was not so - this I learned from Peterson from his own record of the congregation he 

launched decades ago. 

I don't deny that there are moments of splendor in congregations. There 
are. Many and frequent. But there are also conditions of squalor. Why 
deny it? And how could it be otherwise? There is not an honest pastor in 
the land who is not deeply aware of the slum conditions that exist in the 
congregation and, therefore, the unending task of clearing out the garbage, 
finding space for breathing, getting adequate nourishment, and venturing 
into the streets day after day, night after night, risking life and limb in acts 
of faith and love. We experience this week after week, year after year. 
Some weeks it is a little better, some weeks a little worse. But always it is 
there . . . .  Denial of this incapacitates us for real work. Avoidance of this 
separates us from Isaiah's  insights and David's pain, the hungers and 
thirsts that pull us into Christ-crucified righteousness. 



Chapter 10 

Congregation: The Condition in Which I Work 

We think that the "heart of God8" that pulled us into this life of service to 
the word of God and his people will be our unfailing ally, but it turns out 
that few fields of work expose the ego so relentlessly to the ruses of vanity 
and pride (Peterson 1 992 : 85).  

It' s  the pastoral ego hitting the "condition of congregation" (Peterson 1 992 : 80) 

that, like cold and warm air masses colliding, creates a spiritual, emotional, and 

psychological tornado that has the disorienting power to separate the pastor, 
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congregation, and angel from their cal l .  I 'm not certain if this is what Peterson intended 

when he related the "storm" in the Jonah story with being a pastor, but it' s what I 'm 

owning it to mean. The congregation is certainly a group of people, but it' s  also an 

atmospheric, storm-generating "condition". It' s  like working in the desert would be to be 

working in dry, hot conditions. The congregation is a condition and I was not prepared 

for the long-term effects it would have on me. What is this condition that so readily 

points out the badlands in one's  life? 

As with any "condition", the condition of congregation can begin to wear down 

one traveling through it. Inside this condition, we (pastors) have little control .  We are 

not able to stop the rain, humidity, or freezing temperatures . . .  the best we can do is find 

ways to function in them. Our ability to function and persevere is what deteriorates with 

extended periods of time in the same condition. 

The congregation (this condition) brings us face to face with our human limits -

the fact that we are primarily contingent beings and that the congregation - the condition 

8 l f that had anything to do with it at al l  . . .  



- lies outside our control .  We are "pulled out of the fantasy of a god condition and 

confined to the reality of a human condition . . .  " (Peterson 1 992 : 89). 

However, if it' s true that our . . .  

best hope of emotional maturity [lies] in a recognition of our need for and 
dependence on people who nevertheless remain separate from ourselves 
and refuse to submit to our will. It lies in a recognition of others not as 
projections of our own desires but as independent beings with desires of 
their own . . .  it lies in acceptance of our limits. (Lasch 1 99 1 : 242) 
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. . .  then this limited relationship with the congregation - our existence in this condition -

is potentially our best opportunity for health. 

Yet, new church start pastors have little hope of progressing toward a position of 

their own health as everything in the job description, their personal psyche, and 

denominational expectations demands the opposite - their ability to transcend the limits 

of their congregations and deliver results. 

We are stimulated to seek our advantage over others through competition. 
We are taught to view achievement as the measure of our intrinsic worth 
or adequacy. We are further taught to strive after success and to measure 
it directly through accomplishment. Hence, external performance 
becomes the measure of self-esteem. Striving for success can breed 
anxiety in the form of fear of failure because success is never entirely 
within our control. When success by any external standard becomes the 
measure of self-validation, then competition is inevitably fostered, 
generating hostility and fear. Failure to attain these goals produces loss of 
self-esteem and feelings of inferiority. This is shame. Failing at any new 
enterprise wil l  now activate shame. Simply being average must seem a 
curse. The injunction to compete for success strangles our capacity for 
caring and vulnerability. (Kaufman 1 992 : 32) 
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Dependence on beings outside ourselves combined with our own personal 

constraints can lead the narcissistic pastor to only one place: the edge of failure and 

impotence. This is the worst scenario for the narcissistic pastor who "wants ' to be known 

as a winner and [whose] deepest fear is to be labeled a loser"' (Lasch 1 99 1 :  44 ). This is 

ironic given this is probably the best hope the pastor has of coming to grips with her or 

his constraints, limitations, and ultimate healing. 

Congregation: The Land of Missed Expectations 

Propagandists are abroad in the land lying to us about what congregations 
are and can be. They are lying for money. They want to make us 
discontent with what we are doing so we will buy a solution from them 
that they promise will restore virility to our impotent congregations 
(Peterson 1 992: 1 7) 

I was well trained - or so I thought - to begin the process of planting a new 

congregation. I was instructed about the importance, here early on, of dispelling 

expectations in the launch team. 

I was told that missed expectations were frequently the downfall of any new 

church start. I was told that expectations, whether spoken or hidden were the things that 

would ultimately lead to the first church splits and early departures of initial launch team 

members as they found out "this isn't what I signed up for". Tums out I never dealt with 

my own hidden expectations of congregational "Shangri-La" (Tarshish,9 as Peterson 

would say) - expectations I don't think I even knew I had at the time. 

9 Tarshish - a "far-off and sometimes idealized port . . .  a distant Paradise . . .  a Shangri la" ( 1 5, 1 6) 
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The one thing Peterson hoped his book would do, it appears I failed to even notice 

on my first venture through - the one area where Peterson was most passionate to get my 

attention, I missed entirely. But it stands in bold yellow highlight now. 

lf l succeed in getting anyone' s  attention, what I want to say is that the 
pastoral vocation is not a glamorous vocation and that Tarshish is a lie. 
Pastoral work consists of modest, daily, assigned work. It is like farm 
work. Most pastoral work involves routines similar to cleaning out the 
barn, mucking out the stalls, spreading manure, pulling weeds. This is 
not, any of it, bad work in itself, but if we expected to ride a glistening 
black stallion in daily parades and then return to the barn where a lackey 
grooms our steed for us, we will be severely disappointed and end up 
being horribly resentful. (Peterson 1 992: 1 6) 

Resentment, according to Detective Bayliss on the old NBC show Homicide, is 

like drinking poison and hoping the other guy dies. Resentment against the congregation 

is the first sign something has gone horribly wrong. Resentment is the first sign that you 

are consuming a poison that wil l  not resuscitate a dying congregation, but cause the 

pastor to begin to bleed to death intemally 1 0• Resentment is the beginning of the end for 

the pastor. 

It is absurd to resent your place: your place is that without which you 
could not do your work. Parish work is every bit as physical as farm 

work. It is these people, at this time, under these conditions (Peterson 
1 992 :  1 3 1 ). 

Peterson insists, "the congregation is not the enemy" (Peterson 1 992: 1 35) .  Why 

such a statement even needs to be made, I 'm not certain, but it does. Herein lies such an 

obscure truth because it can't be until some time into ministry that you look across the 

10 This is the basic mechanism behind rat poison. 
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group and wonder, if, in fact, they are (the enemy). It seems there will come a time when 

pastors wil l  need something of a violent smack to remind themselves that "these people 

in the pews are not aliens to be conquered - defeated and then rehabil itated to the 

satisfaction of the pastoral ego" (Peterson 1 992: 1 35). 

Congregation: Who Are These People? 

The problem was this, "I had been tricked into taking these people' s version of 

themselves as the true version" (Peterson 1 992 : 63) .  This was the case for me and for 

the angel as well. 

I highlighted this thought by Peterson six years ago. Apparently even then I knew 

an important element of WRM was going to be helping people (and, it turns out, my own 

self) recapture a true sense of who we are. Perhaps when I first highlighted this 

comment, I was determined to NOT be tricked into believing people's small version of 

themselves. However, on the page preceding this comment I NEWLY highlighted these 

words:  

In the flatness and boredom [of my vocation] I lost respect for these 
anemic lives. These people who assembled in worship with me each week 
had such puny ideas of themselves . . .  hanging around them all week long, 
I was in danger of reducing my idea of them to their self-concepts 
(Peterson 1 992: 62). 

I had, perhaps, begun this journey knowing the people of my community thought 

too lowly of themselves, but it was not until six years after I had been pastoring them and 

in the "flatness and boredom" of my vocation did I actually begin to believe it myself. I 
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was told repeatedly, week in and week out by these very people how puny they were. 

Moreover, their puniness was confirmed for me by others in the congregation. This was 

the beginning of the end. It was then I realized I had failed in my own attempts to NOT 

fall into the trap Peterson had pre-warned me about. I found that "I had been tricked into 

taking these people's version of themselves as the true version" (Peterson 1 992: 63). 

I found, along with Peterson that 

The visible surface [of a person] was a two inch thick lie. If  I worked on 
the surface of what they showed me, I would end up committing 
Raskolnikov crimes out of ignorant disrespect for these glorious beings 
who had been created in the image of God. I was sobered, and became 
repentant (Peterson 1 992:  63). 

I had been losing track of the glory of God contained in every human life 

regardless of how mundane and impassionate they may appear. Strangely, my ability to 

do the exact opposite, to see the glory of God in all types of people is one of my greatest 

gifts as a pastor. 

It is both dangerous and easy to hate man as he is because he is not 'what 
he ought to be' .  If we do not first respect what he is we will never suffer 
him to become what he ought to be: in our impatience we will do away 
with him altogether (Peterson 1 992: 1 35) . 

. . . . God works his purposes (gloriously, it will eventually tum out) in the 
meandering and disturbingly inconsistent lives of our congregations. This 
necessarily means taking seriously, and in faith, the dull routines, the 
empty boredom, and the unattractive responsibilities that make up much of 
most people's lives. (Peterson 1 992: 86) 
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So it seems we stand at the verge of repentance - a turning from one thing toward 

something else. Herein, though, are the seeds of a new ecclesiology - a system or 

structure that does not "strangle our capacity for caring and vulnerability". In doing so 

we would give our best attempt at "feeding the hungry" instead of using, manipulating, or 

enabling them. 

It is a privilege to have the time to practice this simple ministry of 
presence. Still, it is not as simple as it seems. My own desire to be useful, 
to do something significant, or to be part of some impressive project is so 
strong that soon my time is taken up by meetings, conferences, study 
groups, and workshops that prevent me from walking the streets. It is 
difficult not to have plans, not to organize people around an urgent cause, 
and not to feel that you are working directly for social progress. But I 
wonder more and more if the first thing shouldn't be to know people by 
name, to eat and drink with them, to listen to their stories and tell them 
your own, and to let them know with words, handshakes, and hugs that 
you do not simply like them, but you truly love them. 

- Henri Nouwen from Gracias. 



Chapter 1 1  

Hoping Vs Wishing 
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Pastors frequently have great plans and visions; as we should, I suppose. We pour 

out of seminary believing that we suddenly have the magic elixir to finally make the 

church whatever it's failed to be over the years or, better yet, over its entire history. 

To be a new church start pastor is to have plans - all kinds of plans - plans for 

multiplying the church, plans for doing things differently than has been traditionally 

conceived to be the church (rebellion) . Suddenly, it seems, God has finally called a 

savior for the dying church and it is YOU because nobody's  ever had YOUR ideas before 

- nobody' s  ever had YOUR vision before. And the world stands silent, breathless before 

you as it awaits the great plan to be unveiled. In the end, the great plan is often nothing 

more than how much electric guitar to use in worship and, if it' s really on "the edge", the 

question of how much distortion to use will certainly surface. 

One thing to keep in mind as we "pioneer" a new thing through church 

multiplication is that we are not as great or innovative as we think we are. We hire 

worship directors, like everyone else. We hire children's ministries directors, like 

everyone else. We sing songs, pray, and preach God's word, like everyone else. We may 

even have a nursery or Sunday school like everyone else - though we may well use 

different names for them because we are so "innovative" .  

We accuse the other congregations into whose midst we thrust ourselves as being 

spiritually dead while we, somehow, by doing basically the same things the church has 

always done throughout all history, hold the keys to life. We are the savior because we 
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are they just better prayers? 
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Peterson raises the possibility that ideas such as these and projects on which we 

can get our hands (including new church starts?) may simply be different faces of idol 

manufacture that prevent us from seeing the congregation as it truly is. It is presently my 

experience that there is simply the slow, tedious business of my assigned task of mucking 

stalls among "the meandering and disturbingly inconsistent lives" of my congregation -

of whom I am a part. 

I am frequently challenged as I think these things to consider "where is the hope" 

in this? It seems such a pessimistic and "resigned" view of ministry. I 've been 

counseled that there is a substantial difference between hoping and wishing. Wishing 

perhaps has more to do with a desire for things to be different. Hope has to do with 

finding the way, the truth, and the life while living into the way things are. 

Hope is a powerful place - wishing a dangerous one. Wishing encourages me to 

sell out to the "principalities and powers" so desperately attempting to woo me off to 

Shangri-La in hot pursuit of things that don't exist. Wishing makes me resentful. 

Wishing forces me to cajole, sell, convince and manipulate. Wishing forces me to initiate 

change through direct assault to get my way at any cost. 

Hope empowers me to be "pastor" and to speak the name of God slowly and 

deliberately without manipulations among these people in this place. Hope empowers the 

congregation and its angel to continue to do the things they are now doing as they once 

again attempt to live into their vocation in this world. 
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It seems our vocation is, hope. It seems this vocation of hope is actually the work 

- perhaps it is the missional alternative of the church. As we land in this building, we 

find ourselves not so much wishing for things to be different but living into a hope that 

we are simply part of something bigger than ourselves or even our greatest wishes. 

In the Beginning (Again) 

Facing our own declining numbers we had our first worship service in the new 

building with a hope for life unlike anything I ' ve seen in our congregation. The angel of 

our congregation has been confronted, not by us, but by Christ the creator. We read the 

letter reminding ourselves of the truths found in the letter as well as reminding ourselves 

that the confrontation has happened. 

After all that, we've chosen to continue to live together through this process of 

repentance and redemption. It 's  a feeling of relief not being in inner conflict with your 

soul . . .  there is a peace within the being today that may not have been there several years 

ago. We feel more "psychologically" whole as we face decisions and ministry - it seems 

the words of Christ have also assisted in our narcissistic healing. Today there is a hope 

for growth but not the anxiety over it. There is a passion to reach the lost but seemingly 

without the tie to our self-understanding. 

Is all this simply because we've given the people something to get their hands 

around (the building)? I don't think so. I think it' s  hope and peace and joy and all the 

fruits of the Spirit that come from repentance. The angel of the congregation of Within 
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that is a blessed place. 
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Repentance means to turn from the direction one i s  headed to head into the 

opposite direction. This, I believe, is what happened to the angel of the congregation of 

Within Reach Ministries. We were headed away from our call and into what we were 

rebelling against. That shift created in our spirit anxiety, depression, and death. Now 

repentant we head back into our desire to be transformed into the image of Christ and are 

finding the freedom being true to your vocation can offer. 

Will our numbers grow? I don't know and, once again I believe I don't care. I 

will pursue my call, our congregation will pursue its call, the angel of our congregation 

will pursue its call knowing that we are fearfully and wonderfully made and so incredibly 

forgiven for every facet of life that doesn't meet the will of God. It' s  a grand calling. 

The conclusion is truly a new beginning. It won't surprise me one bit if, six years 

from now, we end up right back here again wondering what happened and trying to lay 

some framework for understanding it. It will probably start with a presentation to our 

board, the angel will again have to be confronted and we will all smile as we reminisce 

and press on all at the same time. 

It' s February 2007 and it's all ended up right here . . .  exactly where we doubted 

we'd  ever be . . . .  doing exactly what we said we wanted to do. 
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